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Curd, Jackson head to Frankfort
MTSU stops
Racers 76-71
in overtime
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LOCAL

Coursey
files for
clerk
Ray G. C,oursey Jr. of Murray has filed necessary papers
for the Democratic nomination
in the May, 1998 primary for
Calloway County clerk.

STATE

Maysville blaze
engulfs plant
MAYSVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Officials say they may never
know what caused a fire in a
fertilizer plant that forced thousands of people in Maysville
and southern Ohio to flee their
homes before dawn Sunday.
The fire broke out at about
2:30 a.m. EST at the Cargill
Inc. plant. Flames lit up the sky
and huge clouds of potentially
toxic smoke rolled across the
Ohio River for more than 14
hours as a warehouse filled
with herbicides and pesticides,
including 420 tons of ammonium nitrate — the chemical
used in the bomb that destroyed Alfred P. Murrah Federal Building in Oklahoma City
— burned.
Two explosions shook the
plant in the early hours, likely
from propane canisters, officials said. One firefighter received minor injuries when he
was struck by shrapnel from an
explosion.
More than 150 volunteer firefighters responded to the call
for help, but authorities decided
to let the fire in the
25,000-square-foot building
burn itself out rather than fight
it with water and risk washing
toxic chemicals into the Ohio
River about 600 yards away.
The state fire marshal's office also feared that dousing
the flames with water or foam
could create vapor clouds that
could spread to populated
areas, Maysville City Manager
Dennis Redmond said.
WEATHER
Tonipt...Cloudy and mild
with showers likely. Low in
the lower 40s. South wind 5 to
10 mph. Chance of rain 70
percent.
Tuesday...Showers and a
few thunderstorms. High 55 to
60. Chance of rain 90 percent.
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By DAVID RAMEY
Staff Writer
When the Kentucky General
Assembly convenes Tuesday in
the Old State Capitol building, it
will be a special beginning for
both Sen. Bob Jackson and Rep.
Freed Curd.
For Jackson, it is his first session in the General Assembly,
while for Curd, who is not seeking re-election after a 20-year career in the legislature, it is the beginning of his final year in office
and most likely his final legislative session.
Veteran political watchers in
the state are saying the 1998 session should be fascinating to
watch with leadership questions
in both houses and a popular sitting governor who is preparing
for re-election next year.
In the Senate, Democrats hold
a slim 20-18 lead and a maverick
Democrat, Sen. Larry Saunders
of Louisville, joined with Republicans to strip some veteran
Democratic senators of key corn-

BOB JACKSON
mittee assignments and put Saunders in the presiding chair.
"I've learned very quickly the
fine art of walking the tight rope
and not falling in on either side,"
Jackson said. "Even though I believe the Democratic leadership is
back together and holding hands
fairly well, it's going to be a real
trick to keep everything in

balance."
In the House, majority leader
Greg Stumbo of Prestonsburg
openly broke with House speaker
Jody Richards on health care and
has blasted Gov. Paul Patton on
worker's compensation.
But Curd said he doesn't expect too much intra-party battle
between Stumbo and Patton.
"I can't see a big fight," Curd
said. "And the governor will win
if there is."
The legislature will meet
briefly in the Old Capitol in
celebration of the last session in
the 20th century before returning
to the Capitol for Patton's "State
of the Commonwealth" speech
Tuesday night.
The real business begins on
Wednesday. As usual, the state
budget will be a key item on the
legislative agenda and Curd and
Jackson see a number of other
issues that will highlight the 1998
session:
EDUCATION
Curd, as chair of the education

FREED CURD
committee in the House of Representatives, said the KIRIS testing procedures will be changed.
"Most parts of KERA will stay
as they are," Curd said. "Testing
will be the big change."
Curd said a national comparision test will be included and the
accountability index andnfor,mula
That determines the reward classi-

fication of schools will be
simplified.
Testing time will also be reduced, and test results will be required to be in the hands of the
school systems sooner.
Also, Curd said the legislature
is studying ways to make students more accountable.
Recent events also have pushed
another issue to the forefront in
primary and secondary education.
"If KIR1S is the main issue
that we need to change in primary and secondary education,
school safety is No. 2," Jackson
said, "Children cannot Urn in an
environment of fear and teachers
can't teach in an environment of
fear. In western Kentucky,
whether we like it or not, guns go
to school."
And the recent tragedy at
Heath High School, where a
freshman killed three of his classmates during a shooting, has
made many legislators stop and
See Page 2

Ferraro makes
bid for Senate
By MICHAEL BLOOD
Associated Press Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — Geraldine Ferraro announced today
that after 13 years out of political
office, she is challenging Sen.
Alfonse D'Amato's bid for a
fourth term.
The 1984 Democratic vice
presidential nominee resigned as
co-host of the CNN program
"Crossfire" to seek the Democratic nomination to run against
D'Amato, saying his reputation
for attentive constituent service
isn't enough.
"I believe this high office requires more than being Senator
Pothole," she said, using a nickname for D'Amato commonly
used in the state. "It demands a
genuine, continuing commitment
to repair the holes in our social
fabric and to chart a road into the
future that offers all New Yorkers
and all Americans an opportunity
to earn a better life."
Ferraro, a former three-term

congresswoman from Queens, has
been out of office since 1984,
when she became the first woman
on a major party's national ticket
as Walter Mondale's running
mate.
In 1992, she narrowly finished
second in a four-way Democratic
primary for the right to challenge
D'Amato.
Ferraro, 62, said she would
work to secure what she called a
health care bill of rights. She also
praised President Clinton for
leading a national economic recovery, but said that "in too
many places in New York, unemployment is still too high and
wages are still too low."
Ferraro said her work as a
commentator on "Crossfire" prepared her for another political
campaign.
"Night and after night, I've
seen first-hand the problems facing this country," she said. "My

ellee

DAVID BLACKBURN/Ledger & Times photo

FIELD OF STEAM: Capt. Jeff Shields slaps at flames that burned a field near the Jeffery Cemetery Road
near Dexter In northeastern Calloway County. The fire, fueled by dry conditions and constant high winds,
was one of four fought by Calloway County Fire-Rescue on Sunday and one of six during the weekend.
Sunday's fires were caused by people burning trash, according to Fire Chief Greg Cherry.

II See Page 2

Alfords welcome new baby Wilson named editor
By DAVID BLACKBURN
Staff Writer
William Alford Jr. seemed
more interested in the bottle
held by his grandfather than his
two claims to fame and the subsequent attention.
The newest Murray resident
was born by Caesarean section
at 3:08 p.m. Saturday, making
him the first baby born to Calloway County parents in 1998.
His parents are William and
Cynthia Alford of Bailey Road.
He also continues the Alford
family name, since his father
and grandfather, Billy Alford,
were only sons.
"The Alford family was about to run out," Billy Alford
said Sunday while feeding William Jr. at the foot of Cynthia's
bed in Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
"We had two girls. I'd hoped
this one would be a boy," William Alford said as he sat beside Cynthia's bed.
William Jr.'s first full day in
the world included visits by
various family members, friends
and prize presenters for being
the county's first baby.
Among the gifts he and his
parents received were a white
quilt with a teddy bear design
from the Quilt Lovers of Murray. They also received toys
and baby products from the
Welcome Wagon of Murray and
Calloway County.

DAVID BLACKBURWLedger & Times photo

William Afford Jr., shown with his parents, Cynthia and William Alford,
Is the first baby born to Calloway County parents in 1998. William Jr.
was born Saturday at Muffay-Calloway County Hospital.
William Jr.'s response to the
attention and periodic camera
flashes was an occasional puckered red face and a trembling
lower lip that stopped short of
crying.
Most of the visitors commented on William Jr.'s small
size and features. He weighed
in at 4 pounds, 6 otinces, and
was 18 inches long.
Doctors decided to do a
Caesarean 12 days ahead of the

due date because William Jr.'s
heart rate wouldn't stabilize,
Cynthia said.
"You're bigger than he (William) was. He only weighed 3
pounds, 11 ounces," Billy
cooed to his grandson while his
wife, Jearline, watched.
"He's little bitty," Cynthia
Alford said. Her other two
h ildren. Crystal Dawn, 6, and
Amanda, 3, both weighed 6
• See Page 2

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & %les
Amy R. Wilson of Murray has
been named managing editor of
the Murray Ledger & Times.
Publisher Walt Apperson announced the appointment, which
is effective immediately.
"We are pleased to have Amy
Wilson, with her experience and
newspaper knowledge, return to
the editor's position at the Ledger," Apperson said. "We also
welcome David Blackburn to our
reporting staff."
Wilson, 25, returns to the Ledger after working for 17 months
at Murray State University where
she was media coordinator for
AMY WILSON
university relations.
She also served as managing
editor of Murray Life magazine ceived a bachelor's degree in
print journalism in 1994 from
for the past year.
Murray State. She will receive
Prior to her stint at Murray
her
master's degree in May.
State, Wilson served as a staff
While
an undergraduate, she
writer at the Ledger for 3)/2
years, specializing in education, served in-various positions on the
Murray State News and was a
county government and health
student
writer for Information
care.
Wilson will direct a six - Services, now known as the
member staff, which includes 'News Bureau.
She is a member of the 1997
sports editor Mark Young, Murray Today editor Jo Burkeen, Leadership Murray class and a
photographer Bernard Kane, and .member of the Kentucky Institute
for Education Research board of
staff writers David Ramey, Scott
Nanney and David Blackburn. directors.
She has been recognized for
Blackburn joined the Ledger Dec.
her writing by the Kentucky
15, after 44 years at the Kentucky New Era in Hopkinsville. Press Association and is a two"We will have a dedicated staff time recipient of the Kentucky
School Bell Award sponsored by
covering news from the local
the
Kentucky Education
area," Apperson said.
A 1990 graduate of Calloway
County High School. Wilson re- • See Page 2
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II Ferraro...
FROM PAGE 1
time outside elective office has
only deepened my sense of what
is needed in this country."
Already in the race for the Senate nomination are two prominent. New York City Democrats,
Public Advocate Mark Green,
who lost the 1986 Senate race to
D'Amato, and Rep. Charles
Schumer.
Independent polls have shown
Ferraro well ahead of Green and
Schumer and also leading
D'Amato.
While neither, Green nor
Schumer has Ferraro's statewide
name recognition, Green advisers
say he already has $1.4 million
raised for the race while the
Schumer camp claims $8 million.
D'Amato said he has raised more
than SW million. Ferraro could
lot raise money while working
for CNN.
Schumer said he was "very
confident that once the voters of
New York know my record ... I
will win this primary and beat Al
D'Amato." He cited his efforts
to pass gun-control legislation

and laws to combat domestic violence and to put more police on
the streets.
Said Green: "I'm going to win
the nomination and the general
election because I believe neither
of my rivals can match my record
of delivering for children and
consumers, and of winning primaries and general elections."
No woman has been elected to
the U.S. Senate from New York.
Analysts said Ferraro's gender
could be an advantage in a primary race against two men and
could help her raise money
nationally.
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FROM PAGE 1
Association.
Wilson is the daughter of Ray
Helm of Murray and Karen Darnell of Benton. She and her husband, Michael, have one son,
Austin.
"This is an exciting time to be
back in the newspaper business,"
Wilson said. "The Ledger continues to gain state recognition
for excellence. It is my goal to
strive for continued excellence,
while providing a newspaper
packed with local information."
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An Almo man has been
charged with riding — uh, driving — under the influence after
the horse he was riding on the
road at night was hit by a car.
Robert Rowland was riding the
horse in the westbound lane of
Kentucky 280 in southeastern
Calloway County about 10:45
p.m. Saturday when it was hit
from behind, according to Sheriff
Stan Scott.
Tara Lewis, 18, of Murray,
was driving about 40 mph and
was unable to see the horse, Scott
said.
Rowland, 42, was uninjured
despite being thrown from the
horse, which died on impact,

influence.
A search of her car revealed 14
rocks of crack cocaine, which had
an estimated street value of
$1,500, and $1,084 in cash, according to the press release.
Alderdice and two other passengers — Ametria A. Sherfield,
20, of Mayfield, and Joseph T.
Godwin, 24, of Humbolt, Tenn.
— were charged with first-degree
trafficking in cocaine.
Godwin also was charged with
giving a false name, seconddegree forgery and endangering
the welfare of a minor for having
his 3-year-old son in the car with
him.
All five people remained in the
detention center Monday.
In other reports, a Mayfield resident has been charged with

first-offense driving while under
the influence and other traffic offenses after he was injured in a
one-vehicle accident.
Darrell L. Morris, 32, was
driving north on Kentucky 121
just after midnight Sunday when
he went off the road eight miles
north of Murray and hit a ditch
embankment, according to a state
police press release.
Morris was taken to the
Murray -Calloway County
emergency room, where he was
treated for facial and back injuries and released.

said. "It's hard enough to make a
living for the farmer right now."
The question becomes how to
define a family farm compared to
a mega-hog farming operation.
"I think we're going to hear
both sides of the story on that,"
Curd said.
HEALTH CARE
A special session last year
failed to generate a solution to
Curd, said he thinks some of Kentucky's health care crisis.
the restrictions might hurt exist- Those who watch the General Asing family farmers and he expects sembly closely say health care
will be a continuing issue in this
the Kentucky Farm Bureau, one
of the most powerful interest, year's session and may not be
settled until the end.
groups in the state, to lobby hard
Whatever happens, Curd beto curtail some restrictions.
lieves residents are not going to
Jackson serves on the agriculsee much relief.
ture and natural resources com"The rates are not going down,
mittee. Jackson said the key may
whatever we do," Curd said.
be findg the number of hogs "The days o( cheap insurance
that define a mega-hog farm.
rates are over."
"We need to protect ourselves
Jackson said the key to improfrom mega-size, industrial hog
ving rates is competition. Curfarming, at the same time, not do rently only one private company
anything that would penalize and
writes health insurance policies
hurt the family farmer," Jackson
in the state.

"I believe if we take off some
of the pieces that were put in in
1994, they (other insurance companies) will come back in," Jackson said.
LOCAL ISSUES
Curd said Murray State University should be getting a $10.8
million renovation of the Can.
Health Building and Cutchin
Fieldhouse.

In police reports, two Murray
residents are among five people
facing drug-trafficking charges
after they allegedly were found
with crack cocaine and more than
$1,000 cash.
Christie E. Glenn, 23, of Elm
Street, and Maurice Lamount
Brooks, 20, of North Cherry
Street, were charged with firstdegree trafficking in cocaine, according to a police press release.
They allegedly were riding in a
car driven by Ginger Alderdice,
22, of Mayfield, when she was
stopped on Kentucky 121 for
poss-ible driving under the
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FROM PAGE 1
take notice of school safety.
"I think it's more on people's
minds," Curd said. "It's pretty
hard to come up with something
on this, but something will pass."
What form it will take is
another question.
"I would hate to think that we
would have to put metal detectors
on the doors of each school,"Jackson said. "But we also have
to have zero tolerance for those
students who are disruptive in
class and bring guns to school or
drugs to school. I believe in second chances, but there are some
places where you have to have
zero tolerance."
Curd and Jackson both indicated that they expect little action
on higher education, except for a
bill that has been pre-filed that
would not allow universities to
bypass legislative authority to
build capital construction projects. The University of Kentucky
built a library without legislative

approval.
"UK went around the system to
build something, and we cannot
allow that," Jackson said.
HOG FARMING
Both Curd and Jackson expect
the mega-hog farming issue to be
a hot topic in 1998.
"I think there's going to be an
effort to look at the governor's
restrictions," Curd said.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Rate increases being sought by
health insurers could prod legiSignificant dates for the
slators to try to resolve the long1998 General Assembly:
running health insurance conJan. 6, Noon, EST — Controversy early in the legislative
stitutionally mandated starting
session, some top lawmakers
time.
said.
Jan. 6, 7 p.m. EST — Gov.
Insurance companies have
Paul Patton delivers State of
asked the state to let them raise
Commonwealth address.
the cost of health insurance for
Jan. 19 — Martin Luther
hundreds of thousands of
King holiday.
Kentuckians.
Jan. 20 — Governor must
"I think we need to" revise
submit
budget.
the health insurance laws "and
Jan. 27, 4 p.m. EST — Filget it passed by the end of Februing deadline for May primary
ary so it won't eat up the seselections.
sion," said Senate President
Jan. 30 — Franklin D.
Larry Saunders, D-Louisville.
.. Roosevelt -holiday.
"The rite increases Will build the'
Feb. 13 — Abraham Linmomentumto get that done."
The regular legislative session
begins Tuesday.
get big rate increases during the
The rate increases would affect
next couple of months if Anthem
people who obtain health insurBlue Cross and Blue Shield gets
ance in the private market —
approval from the state to raise
those who buy insurance but
premiums.
don't get it through a self-insured
"I do think those rates kicking
plan.
in will have an impact," said
No one knows exactly how
House Speaker Jody Richards, Dmany people would be hit with
Bowling Green. "That's one of
higher rates while the General
the reasons we wanted to pass
Assembly is in session, but it
something in October, to avoid
could be many of the 850,000
switching those (850,000) people
people who have not had an increase for two years because of
over" to a complicated rating
state-ordered rate freezes. Gov.
system set up under health insurPaul Patton lifted the freeze after
ance laws passed earlier this
the unproductive special session
decade.
on health insurance in October.
Laws passed in 1994 and 1996
An additional 97,000 people
forced insurers to sell coverage to
not affected by the freeze could
anybody who can pay for it; to
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coin holiday.
Feb. 16 — President's Day
holiday.
Feb. 24 — Last day for legislators to make new bill
requests.
March 4 — Last day for
new bills to be filed in House.
March 6 — Last day for
new bills to be filed in Senate.
April 1 — Session adjourns
to allow gubernatorial consideration of bills.
April 14 — Session
resumes...
April 15 — Session ends.
charge sick people the same as
healthy customers; and to offer
only standardized plans.
Critics say the changes drove
up prices for young, healthy people and made selling health insurance unprofitable, causing all but
two of 47 companies to stop selling individual policies in Kentucky. Supporters say the changes
have enabled thousands of chronically ill people to buy affordable
insurance and have made buying
coverage less confusing.
As more people get rate in-

creases, pressure could build to
repeal the reforms, Saunders and
Richards said. However, both
think that most lawmakers don't
want to do that, and that they are
more likely to pass a compromise
that preserves some of the
reforms.
Rep. Bob Damron, DNicholasville, who is cosponsoring such a bill with Rep.
Bob DeWeese, R-Louisville,
hopes to begin debate on the bill
in the first few days of the
session.
"I'd like to get health care out
of the way so it won't cloud the
other issues — like dealing with
the budget," Damron said.
The Damron-DeWeese bill
would let insurers base rates on
health, but within limits. But
Damron fears that as more people's rates go up, more legislators
may feel the need to repeal the
reforms totally.
That could improve the
chances of passage for a measure
Rep. Brian Crall plans to sponsor.
Crall, an Owensboro Republican, wants to repeal the reforms
and conform to federal law,
which places no limits on rates.
"The rate increases are going
to accelerate the problem because
they will drive more young,
healthy people out of the
market," Crall said.

II AlfordS
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FROM PAGE 1
pounds, 1 ounce, when they were
born, she said.
"The way he's been eating,
he'll catch up with 'em," she
said.
William Jr.'s sisters had different emotions about getting a
brother.
"My oldest daughter was excited," Cynthia said. "She wanted
to name him Frankenstein. I don't
know where she came up with

that."
Amanda, the youngest,
"doesn't know what to think,"
William said.
"I guess we'll find out Thursday" when the girls get' to see
their brother, Cynthia said.
The Alfords aren't going to try
for another boy.
"This is going to be the last
one," William said, looking at his
sleeping son.
Cynthia quickly agreed.

William C.(Chip) Adams, III
We Are From The Old School.
4.
has become an associate with

?
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Both Jackson and Curd said the
continuation of U.S. 68 and Kentucky 80 from Cadiz to Mayfield
is an important.
"The road project is critical for
the future of this area," Jackson
said. "It's going to long outlive
all of us. It could really open up
western Kentucky to economic
development."
The project is in the, state's
six-year road plan and the state is
buying right-of-way on the project right now from Aurora to
Murray.
"We just don't need to see any
delay," Curd said.
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He also was ordered to appear
in court to answer charges of operating on a suspended driver's
license, no proof of insurance and
having expired registration tags.
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Scott said. Deputies later determined Rowland was drunk, arrested him and put him in the
Calloway County Dention Center.

Health insurance may get quick solution
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Horseback rider faces DUI charge
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Discount Pharmacy
Glendale at Whitnell

753-4175
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Wamp says accountability needed
CHATTANOOGA, Tenn.(AP)
— Tennessee Valley Authority
executives received almost $5
million through a newly established retirement plan over the
last two years, according to an inspector general's office report.
The report, released last week
and conducted on the request of
TVA Caucus Chairman Rep.
Zach Wamp, R -Chattanooga,
considered seven areas of the
agency's operations.
TVA pays its top executives
significantly more than executives at other federal utilities, but.less than head officials at private
utilities, the report said.
The agency is restricted by a
$115,000 federal salary cap, and
much of TVA executives' compensation package comes from
bonuses. TVA announced in December that it paid 84 executives
$1:9 million in bonuses in 1997.
TVA has said the bonuses are
necessary to attract and keep top
quality executives.

That figure does not include
nearly $4.8 million in compensation for 24 TVA officials given
through a selior executive retirement plan since 1996.
A TVA official told the Chittanooga Free Press Friday the
money will be placed in an annuity that is accessible only after
retirement and will be available
only in increments.
Wamp said the issue of executive compensation will make it
difficult for caucus members to
lobby Congress for continued
funding of the agency.
TVA Chairman Craven
Crowell had suggested last year
that federal appropriations end
for the agency, but has backed
off that proposal. Congress
granted the agency $70 million to
pay (or its nonpower programs in
fiscal 1997-98 and no funds for
the programs beyond that.
"While we in the (Tennessee)
Valley understand that TVA must
recruit and keep the best and
brightest nuclear professionals' in

as power program to stay competitive, enormous bonuses and executive compensation into the
hundreds of thousands of dollars
for nuclear and non-nuclear personnel in a government corporation do not sit well with the
American people," Wamp said.
Wamp said if funding is to
continue, congressional members
of TVA's seven state area must
encourage greater efficiency and
accountability and make a case
for the agency in Congress; citizens must encourage their elected
leaders to support TVA's nonpower programs; and the TVA
Board of Executive Management
Team must respond to the TVA
Caucus and other congressional
members in a positive and proactive manner.
"This is the most uncertain we
have been about TVA's future
since the TVA Act Was amended
to allow the federal agency to
borrow money for capital improvements," Wamp said.

ALE.
& APPLIANCE

SUPERSTORE
220 S. 2nd St'
Central City, KY 42330
502-754-4166

TVA passes on corporate jet
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
The Tennessee Valley Authority
has decided against a staff tiroposal to buy or lease a new $5 million jet for executive travel.
Two- Tennessee congressmen,
Democratic Rep. Bob Clement
and Republican Rep. John J.
Duncan Jr., had raised concerns
about the cost of the planes.te-cause TVA has nearly $28 billion
in long-term debt and faces potential competition in power
sales.
"We are not planning to
purchase or lease a jet aircraft at
this time," said TVA spokesman
Alan Carmichael. "There were a
lot of factors that Were taken

Former MSU
student gets
free surgery
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
For Marque Moore, neither glasses nor contact lenses wouldwork well to overcome his vision
0 problems.
Spectacles slide off his nose,
and he can't push them back like
most people do. Moore broke his
neck and was paralyzed from the
neck down in a 1990 rodeo accident as an 18-year-old freshman
at Murray State University.
And what could he do if he
lost a contact?
"Ask a classmate to put it in
for me? I don't think so," Moore
said.
So on Friday, he had laser
surgery to correct astigmatism
and nearsightedness in his right
eye so he won't have to wear
glasses while he's in law school
in Texas.
His ophthalmologist, Dr. Richard Eiferman, performed the
operation free of charge at Suburban Hospital in Louisville. The
health-insurance policy that covers Moore — from Anthem Blue
Cross and Blue Shield —
wouldn't pay for the operation.
Eiferman said Blue Cross was
correct in noting that the policy
excludes laser coverage, but he
argued that the procedure was
"medically necessary" and said
he thought the company should
have covered it.
Blue Cross officials couldn't
be reached for a response.
Moore said he called Eiferman
to ask about the surgery, and
Eiferman made arrangements to
get it done free; use of the hospital and the laser were donated,
too.
Moore, 25, was injured-While
.
riding a bull in September 1990.
He was thrown about seven seconds into the ride and landed on
his head.
He got a bachelor's degree in
business from Murray State,
moved to a Louisville apartment
designed for independent living
for people with disabilities; and
was admitted to the University of
Texas law school. He expects to
start classes next August.
The surgery took just a couple
of minutes, the laser removing a
thin layer of the cornea, flattening it out and improving Moore's
vision.
Moore joked some more after
it was over, softly singing, "I can
see clearly now."
Eiferman said the procedure
usually, costs about $1,750. He
added that Moore will get his
other eye done "whenever he
wants."

under consideration."
asked for a refund of its deposit
More than a year ago, TVA-of- and got the money back, the inficials began examining pros and spector general's study found.
cons of adding to the agency's
TVA's leased King Air will
aircraft fleet of a nine-seat King wst the agency $3.4 million over
Airpturboprop plane used for ex- a 10-year lease period that ends_
ecutive travel, and eight helicop- in 2005. The agency also uses
ters and a small Cessna plane commercial flights and chartered
used mostly for power line in- planes for executives travel.
spections and aerial photography.
An average King Air flight
Last week, TVA's inspector cost $2,400 last fiscal year, the
general reported that TVA Chair- study found, compared to $430
man Craven Crowell first consid- on a commercial air carrier.
ered the possibility of getting a
The inspector general found 56
jet to meet changing business limec
la_months _when a single
needs for the regional power pro-, TVA executive flew alone on-the
ducer, which has $6 billion in an- King Air, a turboprop aircraft
nual revenues.
that is capable of carrying nine
The inspector general also passengers, plus crew. Trips with
found, while reviewing seven a single passenger on board
areas of TVA operations at the amounted to 111 percent of the
request of Rep. Zach..Wamp, R- turboprops flights during the
Tenn., that TVA went so far as to 18-montji period, the study
put down a $125,000 deposit in found.
..
December 1996 to lease a new
TVA provides power to about
Cessna Citation Ultra jet at a cost 8 million people in Tennessee
of $6.2 million over 10 years. and parts of Alabama, Georgia,
A month after Clement and ,Kentucky, North Carolina, MisDuncan raised concerns, TVA
sissippi and Virginia.

702N 12th
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-4663

224 N Main St
Beaver Dam, KY 42320
502-274-3515

307 W Wood St.
Paris, N 38242
901-644-3009
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Motivation
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you
the
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There's no doubt about it, everyone needs an edge to succeed. In fact, to
succeed at anything, a high level of motivation is needed. and Martial Arts
America is the place to find that motivation. Our programs create
positive attitudes, exciting goals, improved confidence, increased
responsibility and persistence to succeed at everything in life.
Martial Arts...
giving you the edge In life!
CAW razfasurf
This program is only available at

Introductory
Special
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VCR

2 Pc. Living Room Suite

Pay 1 Week
GET 1 WEEK
FREE
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WASHINGTON TODAY

Clinton aid trades
NBA for White House
By SONYA ROSS
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — It was Jerry Garcia of the Grateful
Dead who put words to, what Jon Jennings felt as he stepped out of
the Nafional Basketball Association and into the White House.
"It's been a long, strange trip," Jennings says.
"But it's been fascinating, so far, to be here."
This fall, Jennings, 35, came to the -capital as a White House
Fellow, trading his past as .a front-office executive and one-time
assistant coach with the Boston Celtics for a new position as a
public servant and observer of presidents.
tie could not escape basketball completely, though. Two months
into his new job, Jennings found himself compiling a full scouting
report for 'President Clinton to take to the Washington Wizards'
first game at their new arena a few blocks from the White House.
"I drew up all the plays, and did a little sketch on the players,
whether they drive left or right, shoot over which shoulder, whether
they like the hook shot or the fall-away," Jennings said. "He had
all the plays down."
It is not every day that someone walks out of the world of professional sports and into the realm of big-league politics and government. To be sure, Bill Bradley went from winning an NBA title
to serving in the Senate, and Charles Barkley dreams out loud of
abandoning basketball to run for governor of Alabama.
But the number of NBA coaches who have-wound up in the elite
White House Fellows program is exactly ... one. The official list of
notable fellows doesn't even have a sports category.
"I don't mind that either," Jennings sad. "This (fellowship) has
always been lawyers and doctors. Sports prepares you for a life in
public service more so than any other background. It's basically a
microcosm of the world."
Jennings, a graduate of Indiana University, spent 14 years in the
NBA, rising to director of basketball development for the Celtics.
He also found time to study urban poverty at Harvard University's
prestigious John F. Kennedy Sch(xal of Government.
"The nonstop travel and the lifestyle, it's very intense," Jennings said. "I was kind of burnt out on it, and I wanted to go back
to rn). original love." .
At Harvard, a professor encouraged Jennings. to apply for the
ite-ear White House program, designed to give people from vari. _occupations first-hand knowledge abounhe way lhe.presidency
-rks.
I applied, and found out (retired Gen.) Colin Powell had been a
•••/
1
4 hilt: House Fellow. I said, 'There's no way they're going to take
me,— Jennings said.
But they did. Jennings stored the autographed jerseys and game
l•alk from the Celtics' 1980s championships, trekked south to
‘Vashington and settled into an apartment on Pennsylvania Avenue.
As luck would have it, he was assigned to work with Thurgood
marshal! Jr., Clinton's Cabinet liaison and son of the late Supreme
( ourt justice. "We just hit it off," Jennings said.
After looking at Jennings' background — a history of working
0,ith children's charities and a friendship with the late Celtics captain Reggie Lewis that yielded an anti-bigotry program for youth
- Marshall decided Jennings was perfect for helping with Clinton's initiative on race.
Jennings was dispatched with first lady Hillary Rodham Clinton
I' Boston last month for her discussion on race with teen-agers.
That experience, he said, eclipsed previous life thrills: working
as a student assistant to Indiana coach Bobby Knight, discussing
defense with Michael Jordan at the 1991 NBA All-Star game,
coaching Celtics great Larry Bird.
'People here say to me, 'That must have been the coolest
thing.'" Jennings said. "I think the coolest thing was flying on an
Air Force jet with the first lady.
"I walk to v.ork through the Rose Garden every morning. And I
walk back through the Rose Garden on my way home," he said.
"That's like a dream come true. I'm like a little kid."
What do his NBA friends think of his career change?
"The think I'm crazy," Jennings said. "They think, 'Man, you
cave up all that money?' But they're hypocrites. They want to
come over and do tours of the West Wing and things like that."
Even in the halls of the White House, the Celtics lure follows
Jennings in strange ways. When he first went to the Oval Office, he
was greeted by a framed photograph of the 1925 Celtics. In briefings, he jots notes in a leather notebook from his coaching days -but the leather is actually a dead basketball fitted around a legalpad cover.
"I should probably get one that says, 'White House,' or something, but this is me," Jennings shrugged. "That's why I'm saying
it's been a long, strange trip for me."
EDITOR'S NOTE: Sonya Ross covers the White House for The
Associated Press.

Attention Washington!
U.S. REP. Ed Whitfield
202-225-3115 (Washington)
U.S. SEN. WENDELL FORD
I73A Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
f. 4141 (Washington)
1
LA'. MITCH McCONNELL
120 Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
502-442-4554 (Paducah) or 202-224-2541 (Washington)

Cloud hangs over General Assembly
By MARK CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The Kentucky General Assembly
convenes this week with the scent
of scandal again in the air.
The conduct of a few of its
members and staff associates —
personal and political —
threatens again to taint the institution. At least three potential or
actual investigations loom and
there is the big unknown about
whether federal authorities, who
vowed just a few years ago to
keep a continuing watch on the
legislature, arc again undercover
at the Capitol.
All of this in the aftermath of
Operation Boptrot, the existence
of which was first publicly revealed less than six years ago,
which found two dozen legislators, lobbyists ,and others guilty
of a variety of offenses.
The most prominent of the new
investigations involves Kent
Downey, a General Assembly
employee for 17 years who was
in charge of logistics for the
House of Representatives. He left
his job and pleaded guilty to federal charges that he used the office to promote prostitution and
gambling at private golf outings
he arranged on the side.
Now that bowney has pleaded
guilty and is cooperating with
law enforcement authorities, it
will remain to be seen whether he
will implicate legislators in the
junkets he promoted.

CAPITOL IDEAS

Mark R. Chellgren
An Associated Press News

AnalySiS

House Majority Floor Leader
Greg Stumbo acknowledged in
October 1996 that he and other
legislators rented a House with
Downey. The others were Rep.
Mike Bowling, D-Middlesboro,
the chairman of the House Judiciary Committee: Rep. Harry Moberly, D-Richmond, the chairman
of the Appropriations and Revenue Committee; and House
Majority Whip Joe Barrows, DVersailles. Another house mate
was Jerry Johnson, a member of
Gov. Paul Patton's staff.
More recently, it was revealed
that three other legislative employees complained at the end of
the 19,6 session that there was
drinking and sexual harassment
that took place in Downey's
fourth floor office at the Capitol
and about Downey putting strippers on the House payroll.
, Sen. Elizabeth Tort, the Republican whip, has signed a formal
complaint asking the Legislative
Ethics Commission to investigate
those allegations.
Tori said the Downey case had
been a mark against Kentucky
and "the public deserves to know

what's going on."
"I want this thing cleaned up.
It's a filthy, dirty mess," Tori
said.
Republican House Caucus
Chairman Stan Cave said he
never heard anything about the
staff problems as a member of
the Legislative Research Commission, the elected General Assembly leaders who oversee the
staff and research arm of the
legislature.
The ethics commission, revamped since virtually its entire
former membership resigned in
protest of weakening of the ethics
rules in 1996, has yet to decide
how it will proceed.
And the continuing special
grand jury investigation of the
1995 gubernatorial election has
taken on a legislative implication.
House Speaker Pro Tern Larry
Clark, who was co-chairman of
Patton's Jefferson County campaign, sought immunity from prosecution before testifying before
the grand jury then invoked his
constitutional right against selfincrimination when he was
refused.

The star witness in most of the
Boptrot trials was Jay Spurrier,
once one of the premier lobbyists
in the Capitol, who prowled the
halls for several months with a
surreptitious microphone.
During the trial of former
House Speaker Don Blandford, it
was revealed that Blandford accepted three separate $500 payments from a lobbyist, former
Rep. Bill McBee.
Unknown to either of them at
the time, the FBI had wired the
hotel suite where one of the payments was made, Memorializing
Blandford saying, "Bless your
heart" as he accepted a bribe —
a phrase that came to symbolize
the corruption in the General
Assembly.
Federal law enforcement authorities last week declined to
make any comment about
whether similar hidden microphone tactics might be in
use again.
"We don't comment on inyestigations. We don't comment on
what we do or what we don't
do," said Michael Troop, U.S.
Attorney-for the Western District
of Kentucky.
"Obviously, that wouldn't be
something that we could confirm
or deny," said David Beyer, a
spokesman for the FBI.
But it may be something for legislators to ponder once again.
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Mark R. Chellgren is the
Frankfort correspondent for The
Associated Press.
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CURRENT QUOTATIONS
"The defense is going to try to show the bizarre side of Theodore Kaczynski. To show he is not an evil person, they have to
show he is a sick person." — Loyola Law School Associate Dean
Laurie Levenson, analyzing the Unabomber trial scheduled to begin
opening statements today.
"The government in its present form is hanging by a thread." —
Israel's hard-line Agriculture Minister Rafael Eytan, calling Sunday
'on Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu to initiate new elections.
"The economy is booming by most standards we use to measure
it, and yet we're saying our demand is up." — Sister Christine
Vladimiroff, a Benedictine nun who runs Chicago-based Second
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Harvest, the nation's largest charity to getting food to the poor.
"The last two days have been very difficult ones for every member of our family, but we've been buoyed and supported by the tens
of thousands of calls and communications from friends around the
world." — Robert Kftnnedy Jr., regarding the recent death of Michael Kennedy in a New Year's Eve ski accident at Aspen, Colo.
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"Strengthening the Peace Corps, giving more Americans opportunities to serve in humanity's cause, is both an opportunity and an
obligation we should seize in 1998." — President Bill Clinton in
his weekly radio address, broadcast Saturday from his Caribbean
vacation.
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Lawmakers argue over how to count
WASHINGTON (AP) —
While America's population increases by an estimated 2.3 million people in the New Year, official Washington will keep arguing about how to account for
them and everyone else in the
millennial census.
The political dispute over the
constitutionally mandated population count in 2000 is on hold, not
settled. The issue is whether to
use statistical sampling to account for people the Census Bureau can't reach in its mail and
door-to-door canvasses.
That's the administration plan,
based on A study of the last census by the National Academy of
Sciences. But it collides with Republican insistence that the census be, as the Constitution says,.
an actual enumeration, without
polling-style sampling the bureau
wants to use to count up to 10
percent of the population.
The Republicans contend sampling would be suspect and could
be rigged by Democrats. The
Census Bureau calls it the best
way to a more accurate count of
the people who are bound to be
missed, as an estimated 4 million
were in 1990.
The political concern behind
the GOP rhetoric is that the people most likely to be uncounted
without sampling are likely to be
Democrats — urban minorities
and lower-income Americans.
They don't answer by mail,
and many of them don't have
telephones, aren't at home or
don't answer the door when the
canvasser comes, wary of dealing
with the government.
Republican opponents of census sampling argue it would risk

Dex
the Di

New
PERSPECTIVE ON POLITICS

Walter Mears
Associated Press columnist
meddling with or outright rigging
of the numbers. One said it
would invite a Censusgatc
scandal.
To which congressional Democrats, most ardently those in the
minority House caucuses, reply
that Republicans prefer the old
way to a more accurate statistical
system because it works to their
political advantage.
A GOP attempt to write a sampling ban into-a flood disaster bill
prevented passage of the measure
until they relented, temporarily.
The settlement was a compromise
of sorts, signed by President
Clinton over protests of House
Democrats.
It provides $390 million for
Census Bureau preparations and
permits two census rehearsals
next spring, one with sampling,
one without. It entitles Republicans to seek swift review by the

Supreme Court to determine
whether the Constitution permits
the use of statistical sampling.
The bill also sets up a census monitoring board to review the planning and the counting — with a
GOP provision mandating that
panel to make certain the census
is "free from political bias and
arbitrary decisions."
In addition, the Republicans
created a new House panel for
close oversight of census planning, with the emphasis on statistical sampling.
Democratic opponents say the
Republicans are trying to tip the
counting in their favor. "In a
self-serving and subtle racist effort to maintain control of Congress, some Republicans are hampering the Democratic effort to
ensure that all Americans are
counted," Rep. Major Owens,
D-N.Y., protested.

Just drop us a line ...
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on ow "Forum" page by writing letters to.the editor. We print
letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the following
guidelines: all letters must be signal by the writer, with the writer's
address and telephone number included in case verification is necessary (telephone numbers will not he published). Letters should be typewritten and should he on topics of general interest. Letters must not be
more than 500 words. The Murray Ledger & Times reserves the right
to edit, condense or reject any letter and to limit frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor. Murray Ledger
& Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray. KY 42071.

The census every decade is the
basis'forcongressional apportionment, and for the allocation of almost $150 billion a year in federal aid. With power and money
both at stake, disputes are inevitable over the way it is conducted
and the results it delivers.
The 1990 census drew more
than 30 court challenges from cities, states and groups arguing
they were undercounted and deprived of federal dollars as a
result.
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The Supreme Court finally upheld. the census six years after it
was conducted.
This time, the political argument about 2000 began in advance, over counting a population
the Census Bureau estimated at
268,921,733 at the start of 1998.
Those estimates of national and
state populations are based on
statistical sampling, but the interim numbers have no official
impact. It's the 10-year census
that counts.
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Based on current estimates, the
Washington consulting firm Election Data Services predicted congressional reapportionment after
the 2000 census probably will favor states in the South and West,
most at the expense of the Northeast and the industrial Midwest.
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That would add House seats-in
regions where Republicans have
run strong in congressional elections. With or without census
sampling.
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EDITOR'S NOTE — Walter
R. Mears, vice president and columnist for The Associated Press,
has reported on Washington and
national politics for more than 30
years.
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CCMS club gives help

CALENDAR

JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen
Today Editor
Girl Scouts' meeting Tuesday
Girl Scout Leaders and Troop Cookie Chairs Cookie Training will
be Tuesday, Jan. 6, from 6:30 to 8:30 p.m. in the Fellowship Hall of
First Christian Church, Ill North Fifth Si, Murray. This is a required training for all Girl Scout leaders and Troopie Cookie Chairs.
"We encourage all leaders and cookie chairs to attend. Let's have
fun and try our new cookies," said Darlene Brumley, Girl Scout
leader.

L

CCHS Class of 1978 to meet
Calloway County High School Class of 1978 will meet Tuesday,
Jan. 6, at 6 p.m. at Pagliai's to begin plans for the 20-year class
reunion in the summer of 1998. Each class member is asked to bring
a 1978 annual. For more information call Karen Belcher at
' 753-8674.

Faxon Fellowship on Wednesday
All men and women who ever attended Faxon School and their
spouses will meet for a breakfast fellowship on Wednesday, Jan. 7,
at 8 a.m. at Shoney's. For more information call Frank Brandon,
753-8394.

Oaks' Ladies' to play bridge
Ladies at Oaks Country Club will play bridge on Wednesday, Jan.
7, at 9:30 a.m. For reservations or cancellations call Eva Morris at
753-8584.

Dexter-Almo meeting Tuesday
Dexter-Almo Fire Protection' District No. 4 will meet Tuesday,
Jan. 6, at 6:30 p.m. at the No. 4 fire station at Almo. All residents of
the area are urged to attend.

Baseball meeting Tuesday
An informational meeting to discuss the interest (and possibility)
in forming a 12-year-old select baseball team will be Tuesday, Jan.
6, at 7:30 p.m. in the Community Room of North Branch of Peoples
Bank, 12th and Chestnut Streets. Anyone interested in participating
in this type of team make plans to attend. For information call
753-7078.

Singles (SOS) will meet Tuesday
Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will meet Tuesday, Jan. 6,
at 7 p.m. at We,aks Community Center. "Making It Great in 1998"
will be the theme of the discussion. The SOS is a nonprofit, nondenominational, support and. social group for single adults, whether always single, separated, divorced or widowed. For more information
call Marlene at 753-2350.

Christian Singles will meet
Independent Christian Singles will meet Tuesday, Jan. 6, at 7 p.m.
at the Senior Citizens building, Mayfield. This will be the regular
meeting and potluck meal. For more information call Nancy at
762-0231 or Eugene at 753-6718.

Kappas will meet Tuesday
Kappa Department of Murray Woman's Club will meet Tuesday,
Jan. 6 at 6:30 p.m. at the club house. Judy Stahler will present a
program on "Making Magnolias." Members will table names for new
members. Hostesses will be Marilyn "Chatman, Valerie Morris,
Alanna Garrison and Cindy Lowe.

Dexter Seniors will meet Tuesday
Dexter Senior Citizens will meet Tuesday, Jan. 6, at 9:30 a.m. at
the Dexter Center. Scheduled is the monthly potluck.

New mission group planned
A new Mission Group will be organized on Tuesday, Jan. 6, at
9:30 a.m. at Memorial Baptist Church. Estelle Gray, mission director
for Blood River Baptist Associational WMU, will be present. Carolyn Halford will be sharing about crafts and quilting each month.

Depression Group will meet
Depression Support Group will meet Wednesday, Jan. 7, at 10:30
a.m. in the private dining room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. For information call Kathy Culbert RN MSN, CS at 762-1485.

Blood pressure checks scheduled
Free blood pressure checks will be given on Tuesday, Jan. 6, from
noon to 2 p.m. at Murray Seventh-day Adventist Church, Sycamore
and South 15th Streets, Murray. This is a free service of the church.

Overeaters Anonymous Tuesday
Overeaters Anonymous is now meeting once a week on Tuesday
at 7:30 p.m. in the private dining room of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. Persons are asked to call Chris at 753-7490 before
attending.

Cancer Support Group will meet
Cancer Support Group Education meeting will be Tuesday, Jan. 6,
at 3 p.m. in private dining room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. For more information call Nancy Rose, Patient Advocate.
762-1389, or Mary Linn, MSN and Clinical Specialist, at 762-1447.

CCACC will meet tonight
Calloway County Association of Concerned Citizens will meet tonight (Monday) at 7 p.m. in the meeting room of Calloway County
Public Library. Everyone interested in good local government is
urged to attend.

MWC Board to meet Monday
The Executive Board of Murray Woman's Club will meet tonight
(Monday) at 6:30 p.m. Chairmen reporting for the year should come
at 5 p.m. Linda Scott, president, urges all board members to attend.

•
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Diabetes classes here
The Purchase District Health
Department will offer a series of
Diabetes Education Classes. The
purpose of these classes is to provide individuals with diabetes
and/or family members with information about ...the disease.
The series will consist of three
classes covering such topics as
diabetes medications, selfmonitoring of blood glucose,
meal planning, exercise, and
much more. Keena Miller RN,
BSM, and Jane DeVries RD, LD.,
will be presenting the classes.
The classes will be held at the
Calloway County Public Library,

710 Main St., Murray, on the following dates:
*Thursday, Jan. 15, from 1 to
3:30 p.m.
*Thursday, Jan. 22, from 1 to
3:30 p.m.
*Thursday, Jan. 29, from 1 to
3:30 p.m.
To register call the Calloway
County Health Department at
753-3381. There will be no
charge for the classes.
Participants are encouraged to
attend all three class sessions.
Early registration is encouraged
as class size will be limited. A
waiting list will be kept for future
classes.

HOSPITAL REPORTS
Three newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Tuesday,
Dec. 30, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admissions
Shelton baby boy, mother, Clydene
Blount, Maytfield;
Borders baby boy, mother, Brenda
Wilson, Benton;
York baby girl, mother, Jeanne
York, Benton.

SERVICE NOTES
AIR FORCE AIRMAN
CHRISTIAN A. WOODS has
graduated from basic military
training at Lackland Air Force
Base, San Antonio, Texas.
During the six weeks of training, the airman studied the Air
Force mission, organization, and
customs, and received special
training in human relations.
In addition, Woods earned credits toward an associate degree
through the Community College
of the Air Force.
Woods is the son of Carl T.
and Belinda Woods of 1504 Dudley Dr., Murray.

Weatherford
boy is born
Tim and Cindy Weatherford of
821 Stone Trail Dr., Flower
Mound, Texas, are the parents of
a son, William Ben Weatherford,
born on Wednesday, Dec. 31,
1997, at Columbia Medical Center, Lewisville, Texas.
The baby weighed seven
pounds six ounces and was 19 inches long.
Grandparents are Gary and
Faye Byers of Benton, and Larry
and Janice Weatherford of
Murray.
Great-grandparents are Glady
Puckett and Wilma Byers of
Hardin, Ben Keys and Lejenia
Farris of Murray, and the late
William Urbin and Pernecy
Weatherford of New Concord.

Dismissals
Mrs. Dorothy W. Frzybylo and Mrs.
Maggie Etta Dismore, Calvert City;
Mrs. Debbie Jo Ann McMackin and
baby girl, Paris, Tenn.; Mrs. Jennifer L.
Williams and baby boy, Hazel;
Miss Marilyn Jay Smith, Almo; Mrs.
Frances Gayle Edwards, Hardin;
George Anderson Osbron, Mrs.
Peggy Lynn Browne, Voris C. Wells,
Frank Henry Finley Sr.,
Mrs. Sherry Kay Purdom and baby
girl, Mrs. Jill D. Proctor and baby girl,
Mark Miller,
Don Faughn, Bobby Stewart, Mrs.
Janet Schell, and Jacob Riley Ferguson, all of Murray.

Alexandria
Senf is born
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Warren
Senf Sr. of Murray are the parents of a daughter, Alexandria
Nicole Senf, born on Tuesday,
Oct. 28, 1997, at 12:59 p.m. at
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.
The baby weighed five pounds
15 ounces and measured 20 inches. The mother is the former
LeAnna McCoy. A brother is
Christopher Austin Senf.
Grandparents are Jim and
Joanne McCoy of Puryear, Tenn.,
and Draffenville, Dan and Rita
Serif of Murray, and Marjorie L.
Church of Tucson, Ariz.

Full Day Educational
Preschool Program

4214-Nosote

Ages 0-5

Call For Openings
$49 Night

753-5227

Double occupancy, lake
front, full kitchen, 2 BR,
fireplace and whirlpool.

109 S. 15th St.
Murray, KY 42071

Call 502-436-2767

Complete Formal Wear Headquarters
- Over 25 Years In Business —

flilr.;4115

1Labp4)g

Formal Wear and Limousine
'Weddings .Proms 'Banquets 'Birthdays •Anniversanes 'Holiday

304 Main St.
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753-1300
(502) 759-4713
Toll Free
1-888-367-6757

Book Limousine
Services For
Holiday Festivities!

116 N. Market
Paris, TN 38242
(901) 642-5300
Toll Free
1-888-958-9879

*Real Food Menu
*Individual Counseling
*Professionally Supervised

Call Today!

767-0780

Kentucky
Farm Bureau
753-4703

Child Development Center

The program you've been
"weighting" for!

—Get A Quote—

Stuart
Alexander

SUBSCRIBE

NEW YEAR...NEW YOU!

land everything in between)

al513 S. 12th St.=

Volunteers/4:30 p.m./Chamber of
Commerce.
Independent Christian Singles/7
p.m./Senior Citizens Building, Mayfield. Info/Nancy, 762-0231 or Eugne,
753-6718.
Singles Organizational Society
(SOS)/7 p.m./Weaks Community Center. Info/Marlene, 753-2350.
Murray Art Guild open 10 a.m.-3 p.m.
Free blood pressure checks/noon-2
p.m./Murray Seventh-day Adventist
Church.
Cancer Support Group/3
p.m./Education Unit of Murray Calloway County Hospital.
Info/762-1100.
Overeaters Anonymous/7:30
p.m./private dining room of MurrayCalloway County Hospital. Call
753-7490, Chris, before attending.

CONTROL CENTER
FOR BOTH MEN 9 WOMEN

City Homes to Country Farms

Holland Motor Sales

Community Improvement

Rro HI—ENERGY
WEIGHT

OUR SPECIALTY?

• Daily & Weekly Rentals
• Clean, Dependable Cars
• Call Us For Rates

753-4461

CALLOWAY COUNTY MIDDLE SCHOOL photo

Calloway County Middle School Co-Ed-Y Club's December service project was to raise money to help others have a special holiday. These
students are presenting a check to Karen Guthrie, director of CCMS
Youth Services Center. Pictured, from left, front row, Susan Arnett, Jim
Donelson, Billie Pritchett, back row, Josh Sykes, Bryan- Furches, Mrs.
Guthrie, and Bret Burchett.

Monday, Jan. 5
Tuesday, Jan. 6
Calloway County Association of ConCalloway County Public Library Pacerned Citizens/7 p.m./meeting room
rents and Twos/9:30 a m.: Story
of Calloway Cpunty Public Library.
Hour/10:30 a.m.
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and AcMurray Optimist Club/6 30 p.m./Log
cepted Masons/7:30 p.m.Aodge hall.
Cabin Restaurant.
Executive Board of Murray Woman's
Bingo/7
p.m./Knights of Columbus
Club/6:30 p.m. with chairmen reporting
building.
for year/5 p.m./club house.
Coffee Break/9:30 a.m./Martin's
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m for
Chapel United Methodist Church.
senior citizens' activities.
Murray TOPS Club/First Presbyterian
Weeks Center/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m. for
Church/6 p.m.
senior citizens' activities.
Hardin TOPS Chapter weigh•in/6
Parents Anonymous/6 p.m.
p.m./meeting/7 p.m./Hardin Library.
Info/753-9082.
Dexter Center Senior activities/9:30
Prepared Childbirth Class/7-9
a.m.
p.m./Murray-Calloway County
Weeks Center/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m./for
Hospital.
senior citizens activities.
AA closed special interest study
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p rnifor
meeting/8 p.m./American Legion Buildsenior citizens' activities.
ing. Info/759-9882.
Health Express of MCCH/Uncle Joe's
South Pleasant Grove United
Discount
(tneter,
ew
Methodist Church Women's general
Concord.9-11:30 a.m.; Bob's Corner at
meeting/7 p.m.
New Concord/1-3 p.m.
First Baptist Church Betty Sledd
Alcoholics Anonymous/closed
Group w/Nancy Jones/7 p.m.
discussion/8 p.m./American Legion
First _United Methodist
Chti4041--1-lalt.• info/759-9887:—
Reach-Out Callers IV/2 p.m.
Memorial Baptist Church New MisMurray High School Tigers play basion Group/9:30 a.m.
sketball game at Tilghman.
Coldwater Church of Christ Ladies
Murray State University Racers and
Bible Class/9:45 a.m.
Lady Racers play basketball games at
First United Methodist Church UMW
Tennessee Tech/7 and 8 p.m.
Executive meeting/9 a.m.;
Tuesday, Jan. 6
Quilters/9:30 a.m.
Almo-Dexter No. 4 Fire Protection
First Baptist Church Mother's Day
District meeting/7 p.m 'fire station at
Am
0u1/9 a.m.; Lottie Moon Group/10 a.m.
w/Ruth Caldwell; Dorothy Group/10:30
Informational meeting of forming
a.m. w/Helen Hogancamp; Bea Walker
12-year-old select baseball team/7:30
Group/7 p.m. w/Norma Treon.
p.m./North Branch of Peoples Bank.
Glendale Road Church of Christ LaInfo/753-7078.
dies Bible Class/9:30 a.m.
Girl Scout Leaders and Troop Cookie
Murray High School Tiger Boys play
Chairs Cooking Training/6:30-8:30
basketball
game at Henry County,
p.m /Fellowship Hall of First Christian
Paris, Tenn.
Church.
Calloway County High School Laker
Calloway -County High School Class
Girls play basketball game at Henry
of 1978 meeting to play 20-year
County, Paris, Tenn.
reunion/6 p.m./Pagliai's,
Calloway County High School Laker
Kappa Department of Murray WoBoys play basketball game at Graves
man's Club/6:30 p.m./club house.
County.

,sins,lisson
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Middle makes
road life rough
for MSU 76-71
•Raiders' buzzer-beater
forces overtime; MSU takes
second setback of season
By MARK YOUNG
Sports Editor
MURFREESBORO, Tenn. —
Isaac Spencer, Rod Murray and
Duane Virgil, welcome to life on
the road -4n- the -Ohio --Valley
Conference.
The Murray State newcomers
got their first taste of OVC competition away from the friendly
confines of Racer Arena Saturday, and found it can be tough.
Downright disappointing.
Even frustrating.
Middle Tennessee nailed a shot
at the buzzer of regulation play to
send the game into overtime, then
pulled away in the extra period to
'-stun the Racers 76-71 at the Murphy Athletic Center.
"This is hard to swallow," said
Spencer, a sophomore who turned
in a superb effort with 22 points
and 17 rebounds. "Last year (sitting out under Proposition 48
rules) we never went to the road
games, and we didn't know coming in what kind of atmosphere to
expect. It's hard to win on the
road in the conference. We'll just
have to find a way."
Murray State will have its
chance- to -get back on track tonight as it travels to Cookeville,
Tenn., to face Tennessee Tech at
8. Tech stands at 4-9 overall and
0-2 in the OVC after losing to
Tennessee -Martin 82-69 Saturday

OVC STANDINGS
Chhie Volley Conletencs
Conference
W L Pa. W
3 0 1 000 4
2 0 1 CCO

MTSU 76, RACERS 71, OT
MURRAY ST. (11-2)
liturgy 4-7 2-2 10. Spencer 7-9 6-11 22. 1Argll 0-0
1-4 1, Townsend 5-19 6-6 16. Wyss 5-19 1-2 14.
TURIN 1-1 0-0 2. Floyd 0-0 0-0 0. Gay 2-6 0-0 4.
Page 0-0 0-0 0, Reese 0-0 0-2 0. Narration 0-0 0-0 0
Totals 24-61 16-27 71
MIDDLE TENN. (5-2)
Teich 5-13 6-7 16. Martinez 3-9 5-6 13. Callender
4-6 2-4 10, Duncan 3-14 2-2 9, Harden 1-4 0-0 3.
Nome 1-1 1-23. White 2-3 0-0 5, Ayer 2-3 3-46, Allen 3-3 1-27. McGhee 1-2 0-0 2. Totals 25-5620-27
76
HalhIrre—lAdde Tenn 31, Moray Sudo 27
3-pant goals—Moray St 5-16 (Murray OA. Townsend 2-7, Mayes 34). Middle Tenn 6.16 (MarlIrsez
2-4 Duncan 1-5. Harden 1-4. Whale 1-1, Ayer 1-1,
MaGnee 0-1) Fouled atit—Estencer. Duncan. Harden.
'Rebounds—Moray St 44 (Spencer 17), Middle
Tenn 36 (Teach 16) Assists—Murray Si $ (Murray
5). Middle Twin 15 (Duncan 7) Total laza—Mow
Si 22. Middle Tenn 23 A-3,476

at home.
"In any league when you're on
the road it's difficult to win,"
Racer coach Mark Gottfried said.
"Sometimes as good as we think
we are, we're still a young team.
Middle Tennessee stepped up and
hit some big shots, and when you
get a chance to beat a team that's
getting attention, you do it."
Murray State, which had been
receiving votes in the Associated
Press top 25 poll and was coming
off victories over Arkansas and
Iowa State at the Puerto Rico Holiday Classic, entered the game at
11-1 and tied for the OVC lead
with a 2-0 mark.
But Middle (8-2, 2-0 OVC)
wasn't shaken by the Racers' impressive credentials, and was
calm when it appeared Murray
State would steal the game in the
closing seconds.
After Virgil made one of two
free throws to give the Racers a

NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) — Jamie
Roberts scored 23 points, including
7-of-9 3-pointers, Saturday night as
Tennessee State defeated Austin
Peay 75-55.
The score was tied at 19-19 when
Tennessee State (5-6, 2-1 Ohio Valley Conference) went on an 8-0 run,
including 5. points from Roberts, to
take a 27-19 lead over the Governors (5-6, 0-3 OVC) with 9:29 to go
in the first half.
The Tigers led by 35-25 at the half
and opened the second period with
six straight points, including a layup
by Keith Samuel to lead 41-25 with
18:24 to go
J.J. Halliburton's layup for Austin
Peay made it 41-27, but Tennessee
State outscored the Governors 7-1
over the next 1.30 and they never
threatened again
Halliburton led the Governors-with
11 points and three assists, while
Mike Witherspoon had 10 points.
Jason Johnson scored 17 points
for Tennessee State and Kevin Samuel had 12

MARK YOUNG/Ledger & Times photo

Murray State's Isaac Spencer dribbles against Middle Tennessee's Aylton Tesch in Saturday's Ohio Valley
Conference game in Murfreesboro, Tenn. Spencer scored 22 points and grabbed 17 rebounds, but Middle
won 76-71 in overtime to hand the Racers their first conference loss of the season.

Tenn.-MartIn 82
Tennessee Tech 69
COOKEVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
Ryan DeMicheal scored 25 points
and Jason Ohlsen added 23 points,
including seven 3-point baskets, as
Tennessee-Martin topped Tennessee Tech 82-69 Saturday night.
The Skyhawks (4-7, 3-0 Ohio Valley Conference) led 72-58 with 7:05
remaining before the Golden Eagles
(4-9, 0-2) staged a late rally_
Albert Wilson keyed an 11-2 Tech
run with 6 points and the Golden Eagles cut their dencit to 74-69 after a
3-pointer by DeAntoine Beasley with
2.21 to play
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By BARRY WILNER
AP Football Writer

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times

MURFREESBORO, Tenn. — Murray State's quick
start was soon negated by poor shooting in the first half
as the Lady Racers fell to Middle Tennessee 67-56 Saturday in Ohio Valley Conference play.
Murray State (2-9, 1-2 OVC) led 8-2 in the early going
and held a 14-10 edge midway through the first half.
But Middle (5-4, 1-0) got its offense on track and outscored the Lady Racers 23-8 for the second 10 minutes
for a 33-22 halftime edge. MTSU shot 46 percent (13 of
28) from the floor in the first half while Murray State
managed only 11 of 33.
Murray State improved somewhat in the second half,
during which each te.am shot 44 percent. The Lady Racers cut Middle's lead to 58-54 with just over two minutes
remaining, hut MTSU's Courtney Necley answered with
a 3-pointer on the next'possession to erase any chance for
a Murray comeback.
Sarah Higgins led Murray State with 19 points while
Dandle Watts added 12 and Bohbi Coltharp and Monika
Gadson contributed eight each. For the game, MSU was
25 of 65 (38.5 percent) from the field, 2-of-11 from
3-point range and 4 of 9 at the free throw line. Gadson
and Shonta Hunt each had eight rebounds, while Hunt
also dished out Ire assists.
Joanne Aluka piced Middle with 16 points while Neeley added 13, Kelly Chastain 12 and Bama Burrell and
Tanika Smith eight apiece.
Murray State returns to OVC action tonight, facing
Tennessee Tech at 5:45 in Cookeville, Tenn.

MARK YOUNG/Ledger & Times photo

Murray State's Shonta Hunt gets ready to dish off as Middle
Tennessee's Tanika
Smith defends in Saturday's Ohio Valley Conference game in
Murfreesboro, Tenn.
Middle Tennessee claimed a 67-56 win to drop Murray State to
2-9 overall, 1-2 in
conference play.

GREEN BAY, Wis. (AP) —
The Green Bay Packers know
they'll have to play like Super
Bowl champions next weekend to
have a chance to become Super
Bowl champions again. What
they displayed in their first playoff effort simply won't be good
enough.
The Packers were ragged for
most of their 21-7 victory over
the Buccaneers on Sunday. Luckily for Green Bay, the playoff novices from Tampa Bay were in a
charitable mood.
"I think we struggled today,"
Green Bay receiver Antonio
Freeman said. "But we did
enough to win the ballgame.
There is a lot of room for
improvement."
That improvement must come
rapidly: the Packers play at San
Francisco next Sunday for the
NFC championship. The 49ers
aren't likely to be as generous.
"They're a great team and it
will be the toughest game we've
played all year," Brett Favre
said.
"I think this game will be the

BASK

NFL PLAYOFFS
Divisional Playoffs
Saturday, Jan. 3
Pittsburgh 7, New England 6
Sari Francisco 38, Minnesota 22
Sunday, Jan. 4
Green Bay 21, Tampa Bay 7
Denver 14, Kansas City 10
Conference Championships
Sunday, Jan. 11
Denver at Pittsburgh, 11.30 a.m.(NBC)
Green Bay at San Francisco, 3 pm.
(FOX)
Super Bowl
Sunday, Jan. 25
At San Diego
AFC champion vs NFC champion, 5
m

game between the two best teams
in the NFL." added Reggie
White.
"I get excited for big games,"
said Dorsey Levens. "I want to
play well and not be a liability.
Hopefully, the guys can depend
on you and you won't be one of
those who blows a game."
Green Bay (14-3) easily could
have blown this one. In their first
meaningful game in nearly a
month, the Packers' rust showed
early. Their tackling was sloppy,
they dropped a half-dozen passes,
lost a fumble and Favre was in-

Nobody Can Protect Your
any better than we can!
Look to us for quality Home Insurance coverage, lot rates,
discounts and fast, fair claims service.
mir
Call us today!
Stets Auto
Insurance

By DAVE GOLDBERG
AP Football Writer
KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP) —
John Elway and Marty Schottenheimer each have their demons to
conquer — like getting Super
Bowl rings.
But when it comes to the
Elway-Schottenheimer
it's no contest. The Denver Broncos and their quarterback have
held the upper hand over Schottenheimer, no matter where he
has coached.

And so it was Sunday — Denver 14, Kansas City 10 — with
the Broncos moving on to Pittsburgh for next Sunday's AFC
championship game.
"I think Many's record in the
regular-season speaks for itself,"
said Elway, a sometime offseason golfing partner of the
Kansas City coach.
Yes, but these are the playoffs,
where Schottenheimer is 5-11 after Sunday's loss — the second
time in three seasons that his

team has lost its first game at
home as the AFC's top seed. As
in 1996, when it was Indianapolis
that won 10-7, Kansas City had
been unbeaten at home in the regular season.
Technically, it was Elway
again — the quarterback who authored "The Drive" that tied the
1986 AFC championship game
against Schottenheimer's Cleveland Browns and beat those
Browns again the following year.
He drove the Broncos into pos-

ition for Terrell Davis' 1-yard
run for the go-ahead touchdown 2
minutes, 28 seconds into the
fourth quarter. That marked the
44th time in his 15-year career
that he's authored a game-saving
drive in the final period.
But Elway wasn't eves on the
field when the game w
won,
putting Denver (14-4) oi game
away from becoming the fourth
M See Page 7
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60-58 lead with 7.9 seconds left,
Middle's Kent Ayer sank a turnaround shot from the free throw
line with just over a second remaining to send the game into
overtime.
"The play was for Freddie
(Martinez) in the corner off a
double screen, but they defended
it well and I knew we didn't have
time to get anything else," Ayer
said. "I got a good look at it, and
once 1 hit it everybody was real
relaxed. It was a big momentum
shift for us."
After Murray State took a
65-62 lead in overtime, Martinez
and Ayer sank back-to-back
3-pointers to give Middle the lead
for good, 68-65. Murray came
within 70-68 on a three by
De'Teri Mayes, but the Raiders
answered by hitting four straight
free throws for a 74-68 edge.
"This was a great college basketball game," Gottfried said.
"Both teams played well. I
thought we had it with seven seconds left in regulation, but they
hit a big shot and sent it to overtime, and the momentum shifted
in their favor."
Middle turned in a solid defensive effort on Murray State's senior guard tandem of Mayes and
Chad Townsend, both of whom
finished 5-of-I9 from the floor.
"They did a good job of guarding Dc'Teri, but he also had
some, good looks; he just didn't
shoot well," Gottfried said. "We
didn't make some shots we
needed to make. We let one get
away, but Middle played well

enough to win. Give them
credit."
Murray State was hurt by a
slow start as Middle bolted to a
14-6 lead in the first seven minutes, due in part to seven Racer
turnovers.
"They played some great pressure defense early in the game,"
Spencer said. "Give them credit,
they did a good job. We were
well-prepared, we've just got to
execute."
Murray State closed to 31-27
at halftime, and the Racers took
their first lead of the second half
(49-48) on a Spencer layup at the
8:30 mark.
"All season long our two senior guards (Mayes and Townsend) have carried us, but I saw
they weren't hitting today and I
got, a couple off the glass,"
Spencer said. "The last few
games I hadn't played really well
and I wanted to play better
today."
Townsend followed Spencer
with 18 points while Mayes had
14 and Murray 10. The Racers
shot only 39 percent (24 of 61)
from the floor, 5-of-16 from
3-point range and 18 of 27 at the
free throw line. MSU owned a
44-36 rebounding edge, but also
committed 17 turnovers.
"We turned-the ball over at the
beginning of the game; we were
just careless with the ball," Gottfried said. "We had chances to
make a move, but it didn't seem
to be our day.
"When De'Teri Mayes isn't
scoring for us it makes it a little
bit harder; he just didn't have one
of his better days," Gottfried
added. "Isaac played really well

•Packers...
FROM PAGE 6
terccpted twice.
Luckily, they were at home,
where they've never lost in the
playoffs (12-0) and have won 27
straight overall. And they were
facing a team in its first playoff
season since 1982. The Bucs
(11-7) also haven't won a game
with the temperature below 42
degrees at kickoff; it was 29 at
gametime Sunday.
Tampa Bay seemed to have
stage fright, particularly on special teams. The Bucs had a field
goal attempt blocked, another
thwarted by a bad snap and still
another error when backup snapper Dave Moore's snap was too
high for holder Steve Walsh to
handle.
Trent Dilfcr went 11-for-36 for

SCHEDULE
TODAY

200 yards and was intercepted
twice. The previously potent running game behind Offensive Rookie of the Year Warrick Dunn
and fullback Mike Alstott
stumbled.
"When you're playing a great
team, you need to make great
plays," Diller said. "We came
up a bit short. We're not in the
upper echelon yet, but we're
close."
The Packers are there, as are
the 49ers. Levens, who rushed for
a team playoff record 112 yards
and a clinching 2-yard touchdown, can't wait for the trip to
San Francisco.
"That's the kind of game you
live for," Levens said.
Levens, who gained 1,435
yards this season after being
promoted to first string when Edgar Bennett was injured in training camp, had 88 yards in the
second half. He made nearly all
the key plays for Green Bay on
offense after being held to 98
yards in two regular-season wins
over the Bucs.

• MSU at Tenn. Tech (DH)

•Elway...

• Lady Tigers vs. Tilghman
MHS gym - 7

FROM PAGE 6
TUESDAY

BASKETBALL
• Lady Lakers at Henry Co.
Paris, Tenn. - 6

• Tigers at Henry Co.
Paris, Tenn - 7 30
THURSDAY

BASKETBALL

•Racers vs. Indiana-Southeast
Cutchin Fieldhouse - 7
FRIDAY

BASKETBALL

• Calloway at Murray (DH)
MHS gym - 6
Boys - 7:30
SATURDAY

BASKETBALL

• MSU at UT-Martin (DH)
Martin, Tenn - 5:30
Racers - 730

wild-card team to make it to the
Super Bowl and compensating for
its first-game elimination last
season.
It was the Denver defense that
won the game - Darrien Cordon
knocking away an Elvis Grbac
pass thrown into double coverage
on a fourth down from the Broncos 20 with 12 seconds left.
It was a drive that took just
under four minutes while Kansas
City had trouble managing the
clock. The Chiefs took their last
timeout just nine seconds after
the 2-minute warning when it
could have saved it for later. And
Kansas City took more than 20
seconds to get off the last play.
"With all the crowd noise, I
couldn't hear the play that was
called in from the bench," said
Grbac, who was 24-of-37 for 260
yards in his first full game since
breaking his collarbone Nov. 3.
"I take the blame."

Ills BAR-B-11
Monday-Friday 10 30 a.m.-8:30 p.m. • Sal. 11 a m -3 30 p.m.

Chestnut St.

By MIKE EMBRY
AP Sports Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP)
Sixth-ranked Kentucky won on
the rebound.
The Wildcats overcame 41 percent shooting and 19 turnovers by
taking a 57-18 advantage on the
boards in defeating Vanderbilt
71-62 in the Southeastern Conference opener for both teams Saturday night.
"Look at our shooting percentage," Kentucky coach Tubby
Smith said. "If we don't rebound
the ball, we don't, win this
game."

Murray, Ky.

753-0045

"Good Food At Reasonable Prices"

Sponsored By.

Jane Rogers Ins.
'See me for all your family insurance needs
305 N. 12th St., Murray

A Fast Service
Convenient Location
A Handy Drive-Up Window

•

(next to Century 21)

753-9627
Like a good neighbor.
State Farm is there.
State Farm Insurance Companies
Horne Offices: Bloomington, Illinois

MARK YOUNG/Ledger & Times photo

Murray State's Aubrey Reese tries to drive by a Middle Tennessee
player in Saturday's game. Middle Tennessee won 76-71 to drop the
Racers to 11-2 overall, 2-1 in the OVC.

NBA STANDINGS

and aggressive, but we didn't
help ourselves early."
Aylton Tesch paced Middle
with 16 points and 16 rebounds
while Martinez scored 13, Mantia
Callender added 10, Richard
Duncan had nine and Ayer finished with eight. The Blue Raiders were 25 of 58 (43 percent)

from the floor, 6-of-I6 from
3-point range and 20 of 27 at the
free throw line.
Spencer didn't make any excuses for the loss.
"We just got beat," he said.
"They're a very fine team and
they're well-coached. We just ran
out of gas and came up a little
short."

FROM PAGE 6

and Ibrahim Myles combined for
17 rebounds Saturday as Eastern

Martin pulled out again, however, as Ohlsen hit his seven
3-pointer and DeMichale scored
on a follow shot to put the Skyhawks up 79-69.
Alex Wilson topped Tech with
20 points and Ricky Cabrera
added 17.
Southeast Missouri 64
Morehead State 61
MOREHEAD, Ky. (AP) Kahn Cotton scored 16 points
and David Montgomery added 11
as Southeast Missouri beat Morehead State 64-61 Saturday
afternoon.
Southeast Missouri (6-5, 2-1
Ohio Valley Conference) got outrebounded by the Eagles (1-10,
0-3) 48-33 but offset the lopsided
rebounding margin with 14 points
off 14 Morehead State turnovers.
Neither team shot especially
well from the field as Southeast
Missouri finished at 40 percent
(20-of-50) and Morehead State
36 percent (2I-of-58) for the
game.
Southeast Missouri jumped out
to a 29-22 halftime lead as the
Eagles shot only 25 percent
(7-of-28) from the floor in the
first half.
Cotton had four rebounds and
three steals to go along with his
game-high 16 points for Southeast Missouri while Demetrius
Watson added nine points and
Cory Johnson added eight.
Aaron Knight came off the
bench to lead Morehead State
with 13 points and four assists
while Dewayne Krom scored 12
points and pulled down a gamehigh 16 rebounds.
Eastern Kentucky 67
Eastern Illinois 63
RICHMOND, Ky. (AP) Mark Williams scored a gamehigh 27 points and Shane Carnes

Kentucky beat Eastern Illinois
67-63.
Williams hit 7-of-13 shots
from the field - incuding 5-of-8
3-pointers - and was a perfect
8-of-8 from the free throw line as
the Colonels (2-8, 1-2 Ohio Valey Conference) earned their first
conference victory of the season.
Eastern Illinois (5-6, 2-1) led
35-31 at halftime_ but shot only
39 percent from the field in the
second half while hitting only
9-of-19 free throws as the Colonels climbed back in the game.
Carnes had 11 points and eight
rebounds for Eastern Kentucky
while Myles added 10 points and
nine rebounds. The Colonels outrebounded Eastern Illinois 41-35
in the game. Rick Kaye led Eastern Illinois
with 23 points and Jack Owens
finished with 13.

To Subscribe
To The
Ledger & Times
Call 753-1916

You Worry
Enough
About Your
Business.
Let Your
Grange
Agent Worry
About Your
Insurance.

AS Times CST
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W L
Pet al
Marrs
20 11 645 New Voni
18 13 581
2
Now Jersey
17 14 548 3
Boston
16 14 533 3'4
Orlando
17 15 531
34
Wash
iazon
17 17 500 44
is
9 22 290 11
Contrail Division
Chicago
22 10 688 Indiana
21 10 677 '4
Cieveland
19 11 633 2
Atlanta
19 12 613 24
Gherkins
19 12 613 2'4
Doran
15 18 455
kekvaukee
14 17 452 74
Toronto
4 28 125 18
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
W I Pet GB
San Antorvo
20 11 645 Utah
20 11 645
Houston
16 12 571
27.
kennesola
16 15 .516 4
Vancouirer
10 23 303 11
Dalas
5 27 156 15'4
Denver
2 26 067 17'4

Peak Division
26 6 813
24 8 750
19 10 655
19 11 633
13 20 394
8 21 250
7 22 241
Sunday's Gamete
Washington 109, Phoenix 99
Seattle 120, Vancouver 106
Sacramento 106._ Charlotte 90
Philadelphia 113. LA Lakers 107
Monday's Genies
Houston at Toronto, 6 p inn
Washington at New York, 630 pm
San Amono at Orlando, 830 pm
lekvaukee at Portland. 9 pm
Tueeday's Games
Phoenix at Indiana 6 p m
llouston at Cleveland. 630 p m
LA Laker' at Vancouver. 7 p m
Boston al Chicago, 7 30 p m
Denver at Dales. 7 30 p m
Phtladephis at Utah. 8 p m
Charlotte at Seattle. 9 pm
LA CIppers at Sacramento. 93.0 p rn

Seattle
LA Laken
Phoenix
Portland
Sacramento
LA Clppers
Golden Stale

MOUNTAIN

WATE

Bottled Spring Water and Oasis Cooler Rental

FREE DELIVERY to Home and Office

SPRING MOUNTAIN WATER CO.
Call 247-9222
Outside Mayfield 1-800-345-6345

INDUSTRIAL BEARINGS
& FARM SUPPLIES
•Bearings
•Belts
*Sheaves
•Sprockets
•Logging Supplies

*Chain
(Roller & Log)
*Nuts & Bolts
*Tools
•Hydraulic Hoses

•Wire Rope
'Safety Supplies
•Oil SP91%
'Air Hose
'Hydraulic Fluid
Hrs: Mon.-Fri. 7 a.m.-5 p.m.; Sat. 1 a.m.-Noon
1204 Johnson Blvd.
502-759-0061

(Behind Walters Pharmacy)

Fax 759-0063

Murray, Ky.

I realize that, as an independent business owner, you
have to worry about all sorts of things: inventory, cash flow,
overhead - not to mention whether or not you're carrying the
right amount of insurance. So I'm always ready to provide you
with the coverage and personal service you need to safeguard
your business against the unexpected Ok
David R. King
Call me today to learn more about
Grange Business Insurance. Because you've already
INSURANCE
got enough to worry about.
Your partner in protretion

ranoe

INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
901 Sycamore, Murray

753-8355

FREE

Get Your
FULL SPINAL

EXAMINATION

NO OBLIGATION • NOTHING TO PAY
You may have one of these 16
DANGER SIGNALS OF PINCHED NERVES:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Low Back Pain
Headaches
Shoulder Pain
Arthritis

5.
6.
7.
8.

Dizziness
Sore Elbows
Neck Pain
Indigestion

9. Numb Hands
10. Bursitis
11. Pain Down Legs
12. Muscle Spasms

13. Numb Fingers
14. Hip Pain
15. Tight Muscles
16. Aching Feet

FIND OUT NOW whetber careful, professional chiropractic care can relieve your aches and
pains. This examination normally costs $30.00 or more. It will inelude a chiropractic
orthopedic test, a chiropractic neurological test, a blood pressure test, a spinal alignment
check,an examination for restricted or excess motion in the spine, a test for muscle strength
and a private consultation with the doctor to discuss the results.

skett,
Dr. Donn $
ThiS entire eurninaion isFREElyou want norecare

and treatment, we do all Me piverwork

DISCLAIMER: OUR OFFICE POlICY PROTECTS YOU:"THE PATIENT AND ANY OTHER PERSON RESPONSIBLE FOR PAYMENT HAS A RIGHT TO REFUSE TO PAY, CANCEL
PAYMENT OR BE REIMBURSE D FOR PAYMENT FOR ANY OTHER SERVICES.E XAMINATION OR TREATMENT WHICH IS PERFORMED AS A RESULT OF AND WITHIN 72 HOOPS
OF RESPONDING TO THE ADVERTISEMENT FOR THE FREE SERVICE EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT

CALL for you FREE appoIntmont NOWt

HESKETT CHIROPRACTIC CENTER
301 N. 12th Street

(at University Square)
Murray, Ky. 42071
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GEORGIA

FREE.

Great Weekly Special
Large BBO,
$399
Fries &
Medium Drink

Vanderbilt center Austin Bates,
who had only two rebounds, said
the board play was definitely the
difference in winning and losing.
"We just got outrebounded,"
he said. "This was a team we
should have beaten, and we just
gave a poor effort on the
boards."
Kentucky (12-2) also ran its record to 22-0 against the Commodores in Rupp Arena.
"We're disappointed we didn't
win," Vanderbilt senior guard
Drew Maddux said. "This was
my last chance for a win in this
building and we fell short."

SCOREBOARD

TSU...

BASKETBALL
Cookeville, Tenn. - 5:45
Racers - 8

Rebounding edge helps
Wildcats to 71-62 win

759-1116
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BOOK REVIEW

NEW YEAR'S
SELLEA•BRATION
CARS
19,300
1997 Chrysler Cirrus LX .Now 95,800
1996 Dodge Intrepid
.Now 94,100
1996 Dodge Intrepid
Now 93,700
1996 Chrysler Sebring LXI ....Now 94,900
1997 Chrysler LHS

Now

Was $21900 Loaded, Leather, Super Sharp

Was $16,500 Low Miles, Our Program Car, Emerald W/Gold Pkg

Was $15900 Met Red Low Miles

Was $15500 Burgandy, Nice Car

Was $15,900 Leather, Sunroof White

1996 Dodge Neon 4 DR... Now $8,900
Was $9900 Auto., Low Miles, White

16,400
1996 Chrysler LHS
.Now 16,800
1995 Chevrolet Cavalier CPE...Now 1,800
1995 Toyota Corolla 4 DR Now $9 400
1995 Dodge Intrepid ES.. Now 90,700
1994 Chrysler Lebaron Cony...Now 8,500
1993 Dodge Stealth ES
Now 9,600
1996 Chrysler LHS

.Now

Was $18,900 Leather, Loaded. Platinum

Was $19400 Leather, Loaded, Emerald

Was $8900 Local Trade Blue Clean

Was $10.500 Auto , Nice Car, Blue

Was $12,900 Leather Alum Wheels, Char Gold

Was $9,400 Red, Wht Top, V6, Auto

Was $10900 Super Sporty, V6, Spoiler, Teal

1992 Mazda Protege LX 4 Dr..Now $6,800
Was $7.900 Loaded, Sunroof, Auto, Nice

1991 Mazda 929

Now $8,700

Was $9,900 Leather, CD, Sunroof Black

TRUCKS • VANS • ETC.
18,900
1997 Ford Aerostar XLT
Now 95,500
1996 Chrysler Town & Country..Now 99,950
1996 Plymouth Voyager
Now 95,800
1996 Dodge Ram 1500 4x4 Now 97,600
1996 Dodge Ram 1500 Club Cab Now 98,400
1996 Dodge Ram 2500 Club Cab Now 99,800
1996 Dodge Dakota
Now $99800
19979Iymouth Grand Voyager SE..Now

Was $20.900 Dual Door, Rear Heat, A/C, Child Seats, Tint

Was $16,800 Loaded, 10,xxx Miles, Super Clean, Local

Was $21,200 Quad Buckets, Candy Apple Red, Loaded

Was $16,800. V6, Tint, 1 Owner, Low Miles, Emerald.

Was $18,900_ SLT, V8, Tint, Bedliner, LWB, Red

Was $19,800 SLT V8, Matching Topper, 2W0, Low Miles

Was $21,000 SLT. V8, Tow-Tone, Auto, 2WD, Tow Pkg

Good writing, vivid
sense highlight book
Good writing and a vividlyconveyed sense of present-day
Communist China set Flower-Net
apart from other popular detective
novels. Lisa See is a ChineseAmerican writer whose first book,
the well-received On Gold Mountain, was a memoir of her family.
She continues her initial success
with this thriller set alternately in
China and Los Angeles.
Flower-Net is the story of an
American-educated Chinese female
detective, Liu Hulan, assigned to
investigate the mysterious homicide, in China, of U.S. diplomat's
son. Almost simultaneously, the
tx)dy of a Chinese man is discovered
in America with the same mysterious characteristics. The Chinese
victim turns out to be the son of a
"Red Prince",one of the members of
the Chinese oligarchy which has
amassed enormous wealth and
power in present-day China. The
similarity of the two unexplained
deaths causes officials in both countries to conclude that the deaths are
linked. The United States government sends young District Attorney
David Stark to Beijing to work the
with Detective Liu Hulan. However, David and Liu are not strangers to each other - when Liu was in
America studying law, she knew
David - intimately. David is married
now, unhappily so, and when he
sees Liu, his former feelings for her
are rekindled.
In the course of their investigations, Liu and David interview the

Was $10 700 SWB 4 cyl

5 spd

Now 89,500
Dk Blue, Low Miles

92,700
1995 Dodge Ram 3500 Dually ....Now 95,500
1995 Dodge Ram 1500

Was $13,800 SLT Reg Cab, V8 Auto

Was $16,900 SLT

Reg

Now

LWB Sharp

Cab . VIO, Auto

1995 Dodge Ram 2500 4x4

Red Black

Ready to

Now '15,900

Was $16,900 SLT Reg Cab V8 Auto, LWB Red

700
1995 lsuzu Rodeo 4Dr
Now 92,900
1995 Jeep Grand Cherokee 4x4... Now 97,300
1995 Jeep Grand Cherokee 4x4... Now 96,400
1995 Jeep Grand Cherokee 4x4... Now 97,800
1994 Jeep Grand Cherokee 4x4....Now 95,500
1994 Dodge Ram 1500
Now 14,700
1994 Dodge Ram Cony. Van 2500...Now 92,500
1993 Jeep Grand Wagoneer 4x4 Now 96,500
1995 Dodge Dakota

Now $99

Was $10,800 Sport, Auto , V6. SWB, Black

Was $14,500 Very Clean 2WD, 5 spd

Was $18.300 Laredo. CD, Pwr Seats, Sharp, Green

Was $17400 Laredo, Clean, Red

Was

$18,900

OCVIS Pkg

Leather, Loaded, Green

The Purchase Area Task Force in
Support of Promise Keepers will
meet Thursday, Jan. 8, at 7 p.m. at
Mt. Moriah Missionary Baptist
('hurch, 1201 South 8th St., Paducah. The Task Force will be making
final plans for an Ambassador
Training Seminar set. for Saturday,
Jan. 10,
The Ambassador Training Seminar is scheduled from 8 a.m. to
noon, Saturday, Jan. 10 at Mt.
Moriah Missionary Baptist Church.
The training is open to anyone who
is interested in helping promote
men's ministries at area churches.
"Promise Keepers Ambassador
training is an important voluntary
role. Participants learn how they can
help tbc state field representatives
spread the ministry of Promise
Keepers to area pastors and help
establish active men's groups in
their own church and other area
churches. We arc asking everyone
on the task force to take ambassador
training at least once. Participants

PET V
TALK
by
Dr. Bob Salley
If you need to bring a cat to the
vet's office, be sure to put it in an
appropriate carrier or a sturdy box
!with air holes). Even a usually calm
animal may try to escape in the busy,
multi-animal atmosphere of the
waiting room.
.44
4*
Before starting the car on a cold
morning, check under the car and
under the hood; achilly cat may have
crawled there, trying to get near the
warm engine. Honk the horn for
good measure.

Was $13900 SLT V8 Conversion Pkg

Baby animals -- like humans-- arc
born with antibodies from their
mothers. Start a pet's vaccination
program early, at six to eight weeks,
before that protection wears off.

Overfeeding a dog isn't kind.
Obesity can lead to heart and lung
disease, gastrointestinal disturbances and joint problems.
I.

Maroon

Was $17,900 LMT. Leather, V8, Sharpest On Lot. 1 Owner Low

re; Like New

1993 Jeep Grand Cherokee 4x4....Now$12,900
Was $14,800 Laredo, Clean, Local. Auto Start Gray

Cain's°
Chrysler•Plytnouth-Dodge•Jeep•Eirgle

Hwy. 641 N. • Murray

753-6448

are asked to go to their church pastor'
to get approval to participate," said
Steve McGee, Regional Promise
Keepers Ambassador and Task
Force Co-Chairman.
Lawrence Milliken, pastor Of the
Mt. Moriah Missionary Baptist
Church and a Task Force Co-Chairman, says there are still a number of
churches around the region who are
not aware of Promise Keepers and
their role in developing active men's
ministries in churches across the
nation. He emphasized that additional Ambassadors are needed to
help spread the Promise Keepers
message.
The training is open to all area
men interested in promoting men's
ministry in their local church or
other area churches. Persons may
call Jim Miller at(502) 354-6465 or
Harry Gilbert at(502) 354-8001 for
more information or to register.
There is no cost to attend the
training.
Promise Keepers is an eightyear-old evangelical men's group
which has attracted Christian men
from a wide range of religious,
racial, and ethnic backgrounds who
have pledged to live more closely to
Biblical principles. The group
promotes personal accountability
before God in an effort to become
better husbands,- fathers and citizens.
Promise Keepers is a Christ-centered ministry dedicated to uniting
men through vital relationships to
become Godly influences in their
world. According to Promise Keepers, more than 4.5 million men
nationwide have attended the
group's events.

If an older dog suddenly begins to
urinate indoors, there may be a
kidney problem. Take the pet out
more frequently to relieve himself.
Check with the vet.
Brought lo you as a public service
by the veterinarians who care tor
your animals ar

Westside
Veterinary
Service
1271 Robertson Rd South

753-6749

CINCINNATI(AP)-Even
though it will be at least four
years before the National
Underground Railroad Freedom Center opens here, its
collection of archives is
growing.
The latest addition is a series of seven faces carved in
the clay walls of the cellar of a
former church in Syracuse,
N.Y., whose members helped
runaway slaves.
The building is now home
to a restaurant, and the
church's congregation has disappeared, making the carvings
difficult to authenticate, said
Dan Hurley, a historian consulting for the freedom center.
But officials think the carvings might have been made by
runaway slaves hiding in the
cellar on their way to Canada,
Hurley said.
"If they are ... these are
very rare in that they are artistic expressions of people on
the run," he said.
The restaurant owner donated the faces to the freedom
center, said Ed Rigaud, the
center's executive director.
Rigaud has asked Cincinnati
and Hamilton County officials
to formally agree that the $80
million center's home will be
on Cincinnati's riverfront near
the John A. Rocbling Suspension Bridge, which crosses the
Ohio River from Cincinnati
into northern Kentucky. The
bridge was used as part of the
Underground Railroad movement, which helped harbor
people as they fled from slavery in the South more than a
century ago.
The center wants to select
an architect by April, he said.
The planned, $120 million rebuilding of the Fort Washington Way highway. trench,
which carries Interstate 71
through downtown Cincinnati,
could delay the center's projected 2002 opening, Rigaud
said.
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Coach requires
etiquette classes
MIAMI (AP)- There may be
a role for Miss Manners on the
sidelines for the Coral Reef Senior High football team.
Coach Ernest Perkins requires
his players to attend etiquette
classes. In other words: Learn
some manners or sit on the
bench.
Perkins makes players learn
manners to help them prepare for
life after football. He said he's
upset about the bad reputation
some give the sport.
"It's not about the NFL, it's
about being a man of honor, about getting a college degree," he
said. "These guys are going to
have to be polished when they
meet others."
During one class, the players,
dressed in their blue and black
football jerseys over a white shirt
and tie, listened intently as
teacher Myoushi Jones explained
how to set a table.
Besides table manners, the
team has learned everything from
poise and appropriate dress to
goal setting and appropriate
greetings. Public speaking and
successful interviewing also are
among the classes they must take.
And nice guys apparently don't
finish last: The Barracudas completed the season 7-1.

ASPEN, Colo. (AP) - The
fatal injuries Michael Kennedy
suffered when he hit a tree while
skiing New Year's Eve were "instantaneous and incapacitating,"
according to an autopsy report released Sunday.
Two sets of drug tests found
no trace of alcohol, amphetamines, barbiturates, marijuana,
cocaine or opium in Kennedy's
system, the report said.
The 39-year-old son of the late
Sen. Robert F. Kennedy fractured
his skull and cervical vertebrae
and severed his spinal cord, according to the report released
Sunday by Rob Kurtzman, the
coroner who performed the
autopsy.
"Injuries were instantaneous
and incapacitating and death was
in seconds to minutes," the report said. A laceration on top of
Kennedy's head was a half inch
long.
Pitkin County Deputy Coroner
Tom Walsh said even if Kennedy
had survived the head-on crash
into the tree on Aspen Mountain,
he would have been paralyzed
from the shoulder down.

WHO IS THE YMCA?
Jump Start to Fitness
)After-School Care
Youth Stength Training
)Day & Summer Camps
Teen Center
-> Parent/Child sports
Aerobic Classes
)Parent's Night/Day Out
Corporate Cup Events
)Water Exercise
Adult Basketball
)Personal Training
Call 753-4295/759-YMCA
)MSU Overnighter

TIRES TIRES TIRES TIRES TIRES
New and Used
Lowest Price*

Free Mount and
Computer Balance

WAREHOUSE TIRE
400 Industrial Rd. * 753-1111

TIRES TIRES TIRES TIRES TIRES
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LOUIS VILLE, Ky.(AP)- No
ticket matched all six numbers
drawn in Saturday night's Lotto
Kentucky game, lottery officials
said.
The jackpot climbs by
$200,000 to $1.7 million for the
midweek drawing.
Ten players matched five of
six numbers to win $1,000 each,
while another 689 tickets
matched four of the numbers to
win $50 apiece.
The numbers drawn were 2,
17, 20, 30, 38 40.
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Walsh said a helmet might
have helped Kennedy survive the
impact, but it would not have
protected him from the spinal and
neck injuries suffered in the
crash.
Kennedy also suffered several
nonfatal injuries - including a
fractured right wrist, according to
the report.
The fatal .accident occurred
while Kennedy was playing a
football game on skis with about
20 other people on Aspen Mountain, witnesses told investigators.
Pitkin County Sherifrs Investigator Dave Blaine said rules of
the game required a skier to hold
onto the ball for no more than
five seconds before passing it.
Witnesses told Blaine that
Kennedy had caught a pass and
was looking over his right shoulder for someone to throw the ball
to when he hit the tree.
Kennedy's death has been
ruled an accident and the coroner's case is now closed, Blaine
said.
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First septuplet
home Saturday

Applicai
Health
strative
KY 420,
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DES MOINES, Iowa (AP)The first of the McCaughey septuplets was sent home Saturday,
six weeks after the babies were
born.
Kenneth McCaughey, weighing
5 pounds, 4 ounces, was released
from the children's hospital at
Iowa Methodist Medical Center.
The other six McCaughey babies are in fair condition, said
hospital spokeswoman Lynne
Yontz. Doctors have said they
hope to send them home by the
end of January.
Yontz said Kenneth was released because he was ready.
"The signs doctors look for to
help determine each premature
infant's readiness to go home include maintaining body temperature, remembering to breathe,
taking feedings dependably and
demonstrating ongoing weight
gain," Yontz said.
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Coroner says ski accident
killed Kennedy instantly
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Was $16,800 Laredo V8 New Whls /Tires, Green

Was $15.500 SLT. V8, Auto, LWB, 2WD, Grey

Liu and David continue their
investigation in Los Angeles, where
their feelings for each other erupt to
the surface. In L.A., they also learn
that the two homicide victims were
partners in smuggling contraband,
the nature of which will surprise
you,and that the victim's respective
fathers may be involved as well. Liu
and David return to China, only to
be the object of murder attempts.
The danger is compounded by corruption of the very governments
who supposedly want them to solve
the crime, so Liu and David must
complete their investigation in cognito while eluding the Chinese military. The investigation climaxes
with a revelation to Liu about her
family, and to David about Liu's
past.
The fast-moving plot, vivid characters and penetrating portrait of
facets of modern China not widelyknown in the West make this novel
worthwhile and enjoyable.

Purchase Area Task
Force to meet Jan. 8

Was $10.900 Sport SWB 4 cyl , 5 spd . Black

1996 Mazda B2300 P/U

fathers of the victims, whose behavior suggests they each know more
than they care to reveal. They
question the victim's friends, decadent children of the Chinese elite
who enjoy, thanks to political and
financial connections of their parents, luxury on a scale only corruption can purchase. Every move
made by Liu and David, professionally and personally, is monitored by
the Chinese government and reported to Liu's superiors, who happen to be her uncle and her father.
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$6.25 Column Inch
40% Discount 2nd Run,
OM Discount 3rd Run.
(45.1 AM Mull AO Witiv 4 Day Podoct)
5225 per column Inch extra for
Tuesday (Shopping Guide).

010... .
020.....
025
040
050
060
070
090

Reader Adl
300 per word, $6.00 minimum
1st day.60 per word per day tor
each additional consecutive
day. $2.00 extra for Shopper
(Tues. Classifieds cro into Shopping Guide.) $2.00 extra for
blind box ads.

100
110
120
130

Yaulla1217.222reogia
A $200!..will be required to mosso
any changes to ad atter deadline.

020

Card of
.. Legal Notice
..„ Notice
Personals
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
help Wanted
Domestic & Childcare
Position Wanted
Business Opportunity
Instruction
Computers
For Sale Or Trade

060

020
Notice

CANCER
INSURANCE
No age limit to apply If
your present policy is
over 10 years old, it
may not cover some of
the newer treatments
such as chemotherapy For free information call
Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
'oae 'oast clam service'
ALTERATIONS, Ruth's
See & Sew. 753-6981
AVON- I am here for all
your Avon needs. Whether
you are interested in buying, selling or just want to
look through a book to see
what Avon otters. give me a
call (502)436-d026, ask for
Ton ya ind/sIs/rep.

Thanks
140........................... Want To Buy
150
Articles For Sale
155
Appliances
160
I tome Furnishings
165
Antiques
170........ ......... Vacuum Cleaners
180
Lawn & Garden
190
. Farm Equipment
195
Heavy Equipment
200
Sports Equipment
210...
Firewood
220
Musical

HOUSE of Clothes. Open
Mon-Sat,9 to 5, Sun 1 to 5.
Nice consignment clothing.
$1.00 Buys mens, womans, childrens jeans,
sweaters, sweat shirts,
dresses. Off Kirksey Hwy
left on 464, 5 miles. Call
489-2243 or 753-6981.
ZAP THE FATI1 New Ultra
Trim Plus increases your
energy arid metabolism for
ultimate fat burning! Hottest
weight loss product today!
Call (502)886-3254.
050

ii4Lost
Found
FOUND: Jewelry item on
J.C. Penney parking lot.
Call 437-4290, after
4:30pm.

Help
Wanted

Fern Terrace
Lodge is now
accepting applications for nurses
aids & cooks.
Prefer experience
but will train.
Pleasant
atmosphere &
good working
conditions.

MEDICAL Tech RN,LPN or
Phlebotomist to do insurance exams for a national
paramedical' company.
Part-time. Schedule your
own appointments & earn
good fees. These are done
on a mobile basis at the
applicants home or office in
your local area Blood draw
experience a must. Call for
more information at
800-553-9262
or
502-499-1024 local_

Apply in pefson at:

Terrace
Lodge
1505 Stadium
View Dr.
Fern

EOE
AVON- $8-$18/hr. No door
to door. Easy methods!
Quick Cash! •Bonuses'
1-800-827-4640.

$45,000 + Per Year

Call It you are serious
about a career & are wing to wok 11,1 TIRED OF INTERVIEWING people who only want to earn $300-3400 per week
and that dont want to work • Call between 11-4 Mon -Sat

Full-Time Onl • Must Be 25 • 753-0580

SENIOR
HEALTH EDUCATORS
Purchase District Health Department-currently has an opening for a Senior Health
Educator. We are taking applications to fill
this vacancy and establish a register for
future vacancies in a multi-county health
department. Beginning salary is $10.73
hourly/$20,923.50 annually based on education and experience. Possible increase in
hourly wage during first year. Duties include providing direct health education services to individuals and community groups,
assisting other agencies and schools in
health education program development, developing health education materials and
methods,and staff/community based professional development in health education
programming.
Education/Experience: Bachelors degree
from a college or university with a major in
education, health education, the social or
behavioral sciences or biological sciences.
One year experience in health education or a
closely related field. A Mastet's degree in the
field may substitute for the required experience.
Applications may be obtained at any area
Health Center or at the Mayfield Administrative Offices,320 N.7th Street, Mayfield,
KY 42066. Resumes do not substitute for
applications.
Applications must be postmarked by midnight, January 12, 1998.

•••

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE
If you are under age 65 and qualify for
MEDICARE due to disability we offer
several Medicare Supplement Policies.
All Medicare Supplement Policies are now
standardized into 10 plans offering different
levels of benefits. We can write 7 of the plans
on an "almost guaranteed issue" and the
policies will be issued at the lowest available
premium.
We represent 7 A.M. Best A- or A+ rated
companies to give you the best possible rates
and service.
Please give us a call for a rate quote.

McConnell
Insurance Agency
905 Sycamore, Murray, KY
4.
•

753-4199 Nation wide 1-800-455-4199

C.-,

BUSY physicians office
needs Phlebotomist 4 days
per week. Send resume to:
PO Box 1040-C, Murray,
KY 42071.
EXPERIENCED legal secretary. Send resume to: PO
Box 1D40-J, Murray, KY
42071.
INDEPENDENT contractor
to provide Family Home
Provider services for Developmentally Disabled/ Mentally Retarded individual in
contractor's home. Must be
18 years old with HS
diploma/ GED, and meet
other requirements. Background check required. For
more information contact
Terry Hudspeth, Western
KY Regional MH/ MR Bd.,
PO Box 7287, Paducah
4 200 2 - 7 28 7 .
(502)442-5088.

Fortune 100 Cornpany
Expanding Dedicated
Fleet
Mayfield, Murray,
Fulton, KY;
Union City, Paris,
Dyersburg, Milan,
Humboldt, TN area,
Cape Girardeau, MO
Drivers with minimum of
moo° mi. T/T, CDL +
H with excellent work
history.
*Odometer Miles
•Hm Weekly
'Excellent Benefit
Package
'Must Run Legal
Call TFE Inc. for details
1100-238-3671 W-F
(EOE)

Houses For Rent
For Rent Or Lease

100
Duane.
Oppertunky
RESTAURANT for sale or
lease 753-8856
120

Happy Birthday
365
tyn Sale of Lease 47o
370 Commercial Property for Sale 4h0
380
Pets & Supplies 4X5
390
livestock & Supplies 490
Yard Sale
Public Sale
Home Loans
Real Estate
Lake Pmpeny
Lots For Sale
Farms For Sale
Homes For Sale

410

420
430
415
440
45,0
460

220

$1999.00 PENTIUM 233 PIANO For Sale Wanted,
MMX Multi-media 24x CD responsible party to take on
Computer, 64 MB Ram, small monthly payments on
3 2GB Harddnve, MS Of- console piano Must have
fice 97 Software and 1T' good credit. See locally_
Digital Monitor. 753-7001
Call 800-635-7611

Mobile
Homes For Sale

ANTIQUES- piece Or estates. Call Larry Elkins
492-8646 or 753-1418

1974 2br, 1 bath, central
h/a, stove, refrigerator &
deck included $3500 obo
492-6151.

USED washer/dryer, $75.
Weight bench & weights,
$25. 10 table saw & stand,
still in box, $100. 759-4058.

160

Home
Furnishings

Cash?

&pone
Caramdsni

Emsposal

$ 1 399 00 PENTIUM
166MMX Multi-media 24x
CD Computer, 16 MB Ram,
2.5GB Harddrive, MS
Home Bundle Software and
15- Digital Monitor. See
Hawkins Research, 1304
Chestnut Street, Murray.
753-7001.
•

GUNS, buy, sell, trade
436-5650
POWER-RIDER, like new,
$125 obo. Call 753-8197,
after 5pm.

All Sizes
Available

753-5585

FOR Sale: 3br doublewide,
vinyl siding, tilt windows,
screened porch, central
heat & air, enclosed add , 4
lots, well & septic Carport.
utility shed, stove, refrigerator. Close to lake,
$29,500. 489-2145
290

75% time guarantee, all tools provided, free housing to those beyond
local recruiting area, transportation &
subsistence paid when 1/2 contract
met. $5.68/hr - Horticultural/Nursery
Work. Contact local State Employment Service Office.

641 Storage

COMMERCIAL suite of offices for rent. Located at 6th
& Main. National Hotel.
Lease terms negotiable.
Call 753-0757 for further
information

Residential Manager Advertisement
Full-time Residential Manager needed for
community-based treatment home for emotionally-troubled adolescents. Responsibilities
include implementation of treatment goals,
behavior management,teaching independent
living skills, documentation of client progress,
management of direct-care staff, and monitoring of household budget. High school diploma
and experience working with at-risk youth
required. Competitive salary and benefit package including paid vacation, health, life, dental, and disability insurance, vision discount
plan, 401-k, and stock purchase plan. Send
resume and cover letter to: Shawn Marrs,
Residential Coordinator, Community Youth
Services, 1415 State Route 45 North, Mayfield, KY 42066. Equal Opportunity Employer,
M/F/D/V.

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage
All Size Units
Available

Mobile
Homes For Rent

753-3853
14X70 3br, 17i bath
$300/mo. 12X65 2br
$260/mo. Deposits, refer- OFFICE space for lease,
ences & lease 753-6012. Walnut Plaza, 104 N 5th St
753-8302 or 753-9621
2BR, 12x60 wistorage
-bldg, deck, refrigerator &
stove, a/c & central electric
320
heat. Private lot, no pets,
Apartments
S225/mo, plus deposit
For Rent
437-4386.
1BR, $230/mo. Efficiency,
2BR, nice, all electric, in $210/mo. Both partially
small park 5 miles south of furnished. Deposit & 1st
Murray, $350/mo includes months rent required.
water & trash pickup. Depo- 767-9037.
sit & lease required
1BR, appliances furnished.
492-8488.
$250/mo includes water.
2BR trailer. No pets Refer- Deposit & lease required.
ences needed
Call 1303 Chestnut. 759-4696.
753-9866
1BR, available now, stove,
ATTRACTIVE, unfurnished refrigerator, all utilities,
2br mobile home, central furnished. Coleman RE
gas h/a, water paid. Plus 753-9898
carport 3 miles east of
Murray. $300/mo $300 de- ISA Diuguid Dr, new. Call
Coleman Realty 753-9898.
posit 753-7953.
LARGE 12 wide, 2br, 1 1 OR 2br opts near downbath. Trash pick-up, water town Murray. Equal Opportunity Housing, HUD/ KHC
furnished. 94 East h mile
past East Y on right. certificates accepted.
$250/mo plus deposit. 753-4109.
753-2079.
2BR, 1 bath with carport,
RENT to own: 14X80, 2br, central h/a, appliances
2 bath in Grogans Trailer furnished, w/d hookup,
Park. Coleman RE, $475/mo, 1yr lease, 1
month. deposit. No pets,
753-9898.
753-2905 or 753-7536.

West-View
E

Nursing Assistants
West View Nursing Home is a superior rated, 174
bed Medicare certified facility owned by MurrayCalloway County Hospital. The nursing assistant
is responsible for providing quality resident care.
Nurse aid certification preferred but not required.
Certified nursing assistant training program
available.
West View offers excellent benefits including
health and life insurance and paid vacation and
sick days.
Full-time positions are available on the 7-3 shift.
Please obtain an application in the business
office or contact Gwen Pruitt in the Staff Development office at (502) 767-3665.

.2BR, duplex Nice quiet
neighborhood Frig./range
& veld hook-up No pets.
Deposit, lease required.
$300/mo. 436-2816,
anytime.

.100

Business
Rentals
4 CAR shop with air corn
pressor 753 4509

502 753 1304
1401 SOUTH 15O STREET MURRAY

KENTUCICY 42071

ibial-A-Service
You Can Advertise Here For $6.00
per week - (13 week minimum)

753-1916

This Ad And Save For A Handy Reference)
Completely Mobile

INSURANCE

David's Cleaning Services

Lou V. N1cGary

"We Specialize in Cleaning"
Vinyl Siding • Homes • Mobile Homes • Boats • Brick
% David Borders
Phone (502) 759-4734

Commercial Waste
Service)
Disposal
oil!
All Types of Refuse
1-800-585-6033

Ed's Wheel Alignment
Alignounst A Complete Brake Service,
Swim and Shocks M.

Does Your Policy Pay IX%
of the Deductibks?
MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT
You are responsible for the deductibles that Medicare
does noway.$760 on Part A;$100on Part B. Call me for
more information.

FREE HELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR MY CLIENTS
753-7890 a.m.-8 p.m.
C

NEED A
LPING HAND???
Let Nick's HANDY HANDS
do the work!
Inside or Out - No Job's Too Small

Call Nick at
....(1502) 767-0728

210

Arwood
$1799.03 PENTIUM 200
FIREWOOD delivered,
MW Muhl-media 24x CD
stacked 489-2287
Computer, 32 MB Ram,
3.208 Harddrive, MS FIREWOOD. $40/nck DeHome Bundle Software and livered & stacked
753-6747
r Digiti Monitor.

Nursery Workers Needed
1/12/98 - 10/12/98

14X22 OFFICE plus storage space 4 miles north of
Murray
$200imo
(901)668-4065 '

LAZYBOY sleeper sofa,
$300 obo 767-0731

200

• Deadlines are 2 days
In advance!

EASTSIDE

MAIL

PINE coffee table & 2 end
tables Like new 435-4499

Mon.-Fri. 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday Closed

-Need Extra-1

STORAGE
Maln • 753-6266

1991 FLEETWOOD
Doublewide- 56X28 plus
one acre lot! Mid $50's Call
& ask for Barbara,
753-1492 Century 21
Loretta Jobs Realtors
14000758

BEDROOM suite including
dresser, chest, bed, $150.
Dual reclining sectional,
(Clip
neutral colors, $350. Excellent condition 759-1731
ext 1156 days, 492-8533
(
-Insured
nights.
BLUE couch, good condition, $200 Call after 6pm,
759-2089.

OFFICE HOURS;

Wanted

119

Want
To Buy

SHOTGUNS & rifles,
dealer costs this month
only. Motorcycle helmets &
camonage clothing. Jerry's
Sporting Goods, Mayfield,
KY.

Vans

Used Truck'
Campers
Boats & Motors
Services Oftered
Produce
Free Column

Run a Classified. -I

270

SEE us for your barn or roof
metal. Cut to length. Covers 36 inches, many colors.
Economy Metal & Supply
Co. 489-2722.

495

500
510
520
530
550
560
570

Business
Rentals

Musical

140

Motorcycle,
Auto Services
Sport Utility Vehicles
Used Cars

300

Computers

CASH paid for good, used
PART-time babysitter
rifles, shotguns, and pisneeded for 2yr old boy &
tols. Benson Sporting
occasionally 3yr old girl. 2-3
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
days a week. No
Murray.
weekends
630am-12:30pm. We pre- WANTED rigtfng mowers &
fer our home, but will con- 4-wheelers that need work
sider yours. Amanda 436-2867
436-5370.
150
SALES- CEMETERY Be
•
Articles
one of tie highest paid in
Sale
For
America. Call 11am-4pm,
Mon-Sat, 753-2971.
100LB LP Cylinders for
STAFFED Residence Pro- sale LP GAS REFILLS
viders wanted to work with Lowest prices in town B&B
persons with mental Brokers, 701 So 12th
retardation/ developmental; 753-4389
disabilities in a community JOLLYTIME boanoer seat,
based setting. Must be will- excellent condition, $10. 2
ing to work flexible hours lap trays, excellent condiand have reliable transpor- tion, $10. Call 759-9215
tation. Minimum require- ask for Sherry
ments: high school
diploma/ GED and valid ANTIQUE white wedding
driver's license. Send re- dress, train, & veil. Laced
sumes to: Personnel Direc- wipearls, size 8, $500 obo.
tor, Community Alterna- Worn one time only
tives Kentucky, 6145 Sym- 759-9824 after 4-00
sonla Hwy, Symsonia, KY DIAMOND engagement
42082 or call after lpm ring/ gold wedding band
(502)527-2255. EOE/M/F/ set Excellent condition
D/V.
$400 obo 492-8596
WANTED mature woman FIREWOOD $35 rick delivto babysit lyr old, 1-2 days ered. 1988 T-Bird, kingsize
per week. Will increase to 4 waterbed. 435-4460.
days a week by fall. Prefer
my home, may consider FOR SALE Like new baby
other. Grandmother types bouncer seat (used 2
welcome. Start after Janu- months), folding stroller
ary 8th. References re- Call 492-8566 after 4pm
quired. 753-1559.
FOR Sale: Extra good hay,
covered round or square
070
bales, suitable for horses or
Domestic
cattle. 753-6567
& Chtidears
LEER topper for Dodge DaCALL Me- Mrs. V for your kota short wheel
base
house cleaning needs. Re- truck 474-8340
liable, courteous service!
M-F, most weekends. NORDIC-Track with computer, $400. 3pc cream
436-5995.
couch set, only 3mos old,
DO you need your house $950. Western saddle, excleaned? Flexible hours, cellent condition, with
excellent references. Com- stand, $300. 759-0345.
petitive rates. 489-2199.

LOOKING for someone for
cashier/ bookkeeper posi- HOME
or OFFICE CLEANtion. Would prefer some- ING!
One time cleaning or
one with experience in done on a
regular basis.
banking or finance busi- Dependable
with referness. Send resume to: ences. Free estimates!
Call
Heights, PO Box 908, Mur- 762-4769.
ray, KY 42071.
HOUSE cleaning & comMEDICAL office reception- mercial cleaning.
Call Lori
ist. Outstanding telephone 474-8340.
skills. Duties include: ap
pointment scheduling for MOTHER of 3 would love to
office visits, surgeries & 4babysit your child in my
x-rays, CPT & ICD 9 know- home. (Newborn to 2
ledge helpful, computer years.) CPR trained. Readata entry. This position sonable rates. 759-5631.
offers a good starting salary
STATE Certified home daydepending on experience
care just outside Murray
All replys held in confiPreschool, large safe play
dence. Please send re- yard,
loving environment.
sumes to P.O Box 1040 T, Provider
certified in CPR &
Murray, KY 42071.
First Aid, excellent references and experience Call
PART-time receptionist Melinda 759-3176.
wanted Must meet JTPA WILL
sit with elderly. $6 an
Senior Employment guide- hour. 10 yrs
experience
lines. Call Alice at
Call 753-2637.
7 5 3 - 8 3 25
or
WOULD like to babysit
1-800-866-4213.
newborn/ infants in my
home, $10 a day
759-5631.

DRIVERS OTR

....

120

060

MISSING 1 red, female,
CONCERT TICKETS- Da- miniature Dachshund,
6mo
vid Allan Co., Jan 17th, old, has mange. Gone
Dec.
$19414, Delbert McClin- 27th from 1619
Miller St. BIG Opportunity- Looking
ton, Jan 24th, $19/$16 EX- Sadly missed
by entire fam- for sales people. We have
ECUTIVE INN Paducah, ily. Reward.
753-7224, af- quality leads & top pay.
KY 1-800-866-3636
ter 5pm.
$45-$75K pet year. We
also offer insurance, 401K,
& great bonus program
ARE YOU LOOKING FOR A RECESSION
Sales experience helpful,
PROOF CARRER IN MURRAY but not necessary. Look out
for your future by calling
CALLOWAY COUNTY???
now. 1-888-753-9715 beI have an OPPORTUNITY for 3 to 4 extremely talented
tween 8am-12noon, Mon& successful in home closers_
Fri.
Maior benefit. Company supplied pre-set appointments.
No credit refusals. Company training. Hours worked
days & evenings,.

340
360

Help,
Wanted

Nolo
FREE Pregnancy Tests.
Lifehouse. 753-0700.

In Memory
240
Miscellaneous
260 Mobile Home Lots For Sale
270
Mobile Homes For Sale
280 . Mobile Homes For Rent
285 . Mobile home Lots For Rent
290
Heating And Cooling
300....................... Business Rentals
310
Want To Rent
320 ........ Apartments For Rent
330
Rooms For Rent

MasterCard

llaaaditaa
Advertisers ore requested
to Check the first Insertion
of thek ads for any error.
Murray Ledger lk Times will
be responsiblefor only one
Incorrect inserfion. Any error should be reported Immediately so corrections
con be mode.

c Murray-Calloway
County Hospital
762-1100

Murray, Kentucky
References Available

@U31CtdaiCellail
"Specializing in Remodel*: and Herne Repair"
also New Casetreedea, Vinyl SWIM, Resales
Coates Decks
..kReferences Available S02453-2993

•

EBes
s t Copy Avail&
MONDAY, JANUARY 5, 1998

320

340

Apartmonts
For Rent

Apartments
For Rent

Houses
For Rent

2BR, duplex, central h/a.
stove refrigerator, dishwasher, w/d hook-up Coleman RE 753-9898

:

NOW renting 1,2 & 3 bedroom apartments Mur Cal
Apartments, 902 Northwood Or, Murray, KY
EXTRA nice 113r. 1 bath, 759-4984 Equal Housing
,;entral h/a, all appliances Opportunity
included, $375/mo, lyr VERY nice 2br, 1Y, baths
lease 1 month deposit No Townhouse Appliances
pets Call 753-2905 or furnished yr/washer &
75,3 7536
dryer, $500imo, 1yr lease,
FOR LEASE. 2bri 1 bath in 1 mo deposit No pets
Sherry Lane Estates Apart- 753-2905. 753-7536
orients, $495/mo, one yr VERY nice lbr available
.ease no pets All ap- Jan 1st No pets,641 south
p.iances with washer/ 492-8634
-fryer Fresh paint & carpet
-leaned Plenty of parking, VERY rice 2br apartment
area & dose access to lease & deposit No pets
8,ISJ Call Lynda at Grey's 489-2638
.perims 759 2001 •
VERY roomy 2br, 2 bath
duplex
Appliances with
• NTLCKY Lake Lake,.%est!ey Village, lbr washer & dryer furnished
Central h/a Extra storage
3 pat Iment utilities in .:wed, rent based on in- space $550/mo 1/mo de- -.(14(
& older, or handl- posit lyr lease No pets
4; 8 J,sabled Equal Call 753-2905 or 753-7536
,2s.ng Opportunity
354 8888
4 CE 1-2 & 3br apts or
4br house Yr/washer &
iiyer furnished, near
Y-3U Inquire at 1210 Main
3' 753-1252 before 5pm,
060§ after 5pm

SLEEPING
room
$150/mo Coleman RE,
753-9898

2BR brick, all appliances
furnished, gaa heat, double
carport, newly remodeled.
1 mile from campus. No
pets Lease & deposit re$500/mo.
quired
753-8944, -atter 5pm.
28R in Lynngrove & 3br in
Murray Lease & deposit
require* Equal Housing
Opportunity, HUD/ KHC
certificates accepted
753-4109
2BR near university No
pets $350/mo, security deposit 492-8393
2 or 3br, $425/mo plus deposit. Gas heat being installed. Stove, refrigerator
furnished
No pets.
753-8981.
3BR, 1I, bath, appliances
furnished. $600/mo plus
deposit 753-5592.
3BR, 2 bath, $350/mo
753-8292.

Cars

3STORY A-FRAME (within 1995 FORD Mustang GT.
walking distance) of Ken- 5.0 litre, convertible, green/
tucky Lake 2/3 Bedroom, 1 tan, loaded, 43xxx miles,
bath, apprx 1600sq ft, $17,200 759-9953
24x30 detached 2 car garage, 24x32 carport, 8x10 1995 OLDS Cutlass Sushed, all on apprx 1 acre of preme, 4dr, 43,XXX miles
ground 3 Decks with view Excellent condition Great
of lake 2 Lake accesses(1 car. 753-5968 days.
private, 1 public) nearby. 767-9224 nights
Apprx 14 miles East of Mur- 1996 CHEVY Surburban
ray $95,000. Serious in- loaded, 4wd, leather,
quiries only Shown by ap- 26.xxx miles Only
pointment. Call 474-8704 $26,600 435-4579
after 5pm, or leave
199€ MERCURY cougar,
message.
V8, loaded, 22,XXX miles.
DOUBLE lot with new sep- Call 492-6138
tic system, ready for home ACURA 89, V6, Legend,
or trailer co.ted in lake 4dr, auto, all power, driver
front subaision with pri- side only air bag $4.000.
vate boat ramp $9,900 502-753-8310
firm. 759-4696
MID-Life crisis over Selling
1991 Ford Probe, silver, 5
440
speed, air, tilt, 30mpg,
Lots
65.XXX miles $3450
Far Sale
759-1552
1 ACRE lot for sale by
owner. SW area of county.
Call 753-7763

1996 DODGE Caravan,
loaded 436-5862

SLEEPING Room Rea2br, 1 bath apart- sonable price 759-4826
ment, all appliances Great
location Cali Mur Cal Re- UTILITIES paid No pets
$150/mo 767-9037
alty 753-4444

NICE 3br, refurbished, w/
appliances, washer &
dryer, gas heat. $500 a
month plus deposit Phone 11 ACRE horse ranch,
753-7920.
$49,500 436-5733
NICE 25r duplex with carPURYEAR- lbr, lease, deport, gas heat & ap460
posit, references
pliances _Deposit Lease
Homes
492-8526
No pets 1821 Ridgewood
For Sale
1BR Hwy 280 Deposit, SMALL house, 7 miles east
$450/mo 753-7457
2BR, 1 bath brick, quiet
of Murray. 436-2582.
ease $300/mo 436-2506
NOW available- lbr apartlocation in towa, $52,000.
ment, furnished and paid 2-3BR house, central gas
1302 Overby St. 753-7763.
350
(Unifies Lease and- deposit heat, stove & refrigerator
Storage
BY OWNER: Well mainfurnished. $375/mo, 6mo
required Near downtown
Rentals
tained home in Sherwood
lease, Imo deposit No
No -pets 436 2755
pets 753-2905, 753-7536. CREEKVIEW Sell-storage Forest, SW school district.
7,1)Vil renting lbr apart
warehouses on Center Quiet neighborhood, nice
ina..m 1608 College Farm 2BR house, garage,
yard. 31x, 2 abth, 2 car
it.4 Stove & refrigerator electric heat $250/mo, plus Drive behind Shoney's garage. Priced in mid
$20-$40/mo 759-4081
.shed $215/mo Call deposit, references No
$80's. 753-3057.
-`1 6716 after 5pm
C-STORAGE, 10x15 storpets 492-6159
BY Owner 3br, 14 baths,
age units, 4th St & Sycamore E Next to Cunning- 2700 sq ft under roof. 2
miles from Murray.
ham Auto Repair
753-0444.—
753-3571
NORTHWOOD storage COUNTRY Charm- 3br, 2
presently has units avail- baths, under $60.000 Unbelievablel Call Barbara
able. 753-2905 or
now, (502)753-1492 Cen753-7536
tury 21 Loretta Jobs Real:771
#1 )°C163rd r
°Sqa
tors. *4000552.
3a0

Clarion
4ic

11

Pt AO.

apesCD's
Car Audio

' Sunset Boulevard Music
er

7 5 3 -0 1 1 3

Need Furniture? Bedding?
.For the best possible prices with FREE
delivery and setup go to...

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles N. of Murray on 641 - 4 lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open 9-5 Mon.-Fri., Sat. 9-3
;:ifillth 12, 24 or 36 month financing
Free Delivery - 753-4566

Lakeland Wesley Village
Retirement Community
Le Area's Best

Kee( secret

- -eso4-ts a,e specie! 70 us * Ammonites ot on site supPort,ve
• '.e1 'we 2 bedroom garden serves
:re 8C.
* Scheduled transportation
a rient3
• ";-;earvir.' ;:cirches
,•:wca:irts * Grocery and beauty salon
* Computer learning order
jya,iabie
* Activroes & 'Wellness Program

•

..,a early rentals receive 10 month's rent complimentary. Corns
;•)• dieh us in s see, secure, planned retirement community.
Open House Daily 10-1
27 village Rd 166 Benton, KY 12025
Phofv1 1.54-11061 • TDO 1-400-247-2510

1995 GMC extended cab
Z-71 Stepside, loaded,
black. 30xxx miles with extended warranty, $21,500
759-9953

Ugly Duck
Rental and Sales

Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
"Don't Let The Name Fool You
112 SO. 12th Murray, KY 42071

Phone: 753-6910
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

ATTN Homeowners Borrow $25,000-$100,000.
Too many bills? Pay off
high interest credit cards.
Home Improvements.
Apply by phone/ 24hr Approval. No Equity Capital
Call Platinum Capital
(800)523-5361' Open 7
Days.
•

A&A Lamb Brothers Complete Lawn Care Mowing,
leaf mulching landscaping
Mark Lamb, 436-5791

ments. 759-4599.

A 'p

you in need of a place to store yours

APPRAISALS ONE of KY

;?34, Hables? There's no need to look any
Sharon Beach Crouch
181. 1-tier — we have what you need'(3 owner/ certified appraiser
759-5708
Securrty Gate • Low Rates
'91
0

Wheeler McClain Ford can arrange
financing if you have been turned
down before. Loans available for 1st
time buyers, bad credit, repo's or
bankruptcy. Call Kenny
at (502) 247-9300 or
(800) 847-0256.

Guaranteed Auto Loans
"Financing For Every One"
*
*
*
*
*

Bad Credit
No Credit
Bankrupt
Repossessions
Slow Pays

*
*
*
*
*

Charge Offs
Tax Liens
1st Time Buyers
Medical Bills
Divorced

WE CAN HELP!
1-800-457-4866 - Call Shawn
Of
24 Hour Credit Hotline 1-800-748-8357

New or Used We've Got One For You!

M & T Painting
Now scheduling winter
work. Immediate openings for interior painting.

I]—

Please call Paul for
free estimate at

Vehicle.
Vehicles
1985 S-10 BLAZER 4X4,
new engine. Mechanically
sound truck. Body needs
work $1000 767-9461

(c3._

502-759-4979

-;Lmb Brothers
Tree_Service

1978 OLDSMOBILE Delta
88, 350 engine $325 firm
Wooden 2 wheel trailer.
$40 437-4987

50-36-57
2.-800-54113-111241112

131
'fit KEY MINI WAREHOUSES E)
4!

LICENSBD I1NSUILD Free Enemies.
24 Hr Service,
Heelie
TM* SprerAir
ç I
Tree A Sisevep
Removal

Tree Trumesuia
Clearest, Service
Fen Lem of
Equipe/mai

444
77-7'

0

Pr

PS

Boat & Mini Storage

). located on your way to the lake
h•-,,rt to Cherokee Tradong Post)

Call

753-8848 or 753-1778
For Rate Information

"•',<WiSSVVOW-00003005VOirS%%.

FREE WINDOWS! Stockwell Inc is offering a Winter
Special Buy 5 get 1 Absolutely FREE! Call today for
a FREE Estimate
753-6585
GETTING a new computer
for Christmas? Need help
setting it up? Call Justin at
759-B662
GUTTERS: West KY
Seamless Gutters- supplies, screen, cleaning &
repairs, affordable prices.
Free estimates 753-0278.
HARDWOOD FLOOR installation and finishing.
Custom design. Affordable
rates. 753-7860.
J&R Builders. Quality
homes for affordable
prices 767-0731 or
832-1854, ask for Jason or
Renee. •
LAMB Brother Home Improvements, remodeling,
additions, roofing, siding,
tree estimates 436-2269

CUSTOM KITCHEN CaBiNETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

All Types Of:

435

Custom Woodworking

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
▪

• Drop by and see our showroom
sueauriv ui.RRAY (R•rund R unny ar...v!
•'

'53 S9•0

_ .4

•

•

1

I

AIIb.4

MICHAEL'S Transmission
complete overhaul on late
model, domestic, overdrive
transmissions ASE Certified in automatic & manual
drive transmissions Call
753-0152.
PAINTING interior- exterwinter rates. Free estimates 437-3879.

ior,

PLUMBING repairs, fast
service 436-5255
SAVE all your computer
information on one cd to
prevent loss. Only $75 Call
Justin at 759-8662.
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal. Insured with full
line of equipment. Free estimates. Day or night,
753-5484.
THE Gutter Co. Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
of colors Licensed, insured. Estimate available.
759-4690.
WALTERS Contracting.
Free Estimates. Guaranteed Quality Work.
Licensed & Insured. Over
20 years experience. Roofing, additions, vinyl siding,
decks, remodeling. Call
753-2592.
WOOD VCR- repairing
VCR's, Microwaves. Free
estimwes. Authorized

dealerNbr le-inch Digital
Satellite & Dish Network.
Free info. Mon-Fri, 1-5.30
753-0530.
560
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VERY cute Chow/ Shepherd mix puppies to good
home 759-4599

BL

LET'

For your convenience
The Murray Ledger & Times
is now accepting

1

MOVII

Visa and Master Card

Auto Loans

PRICE REDUCED' Canterbury, 1523 Beckett Dr.
Approximately 2600sq ft
plus 2 car garage
$139,900 759-4801 or
753-1152 work

1994 PONTIAC Grand Prix
Lake
SE, 2dr, all power, $9500
759-5339 after 6pm
Property
2BR at Kentucky Lake with 1995 DODGE Spirit
deeded lake access, fire- 44.XXX miles, 4dr Sedan
place. attached garage clean $6.000 Cali
759-4044.
$41.900 (502)436-5927

tion, rewiring, mobile home
hookups, electrical maintenance and repair Call anytime Murray. 762-0001,
cell* 519-1592

Call Us Today!

1979 CHEVY Impala, deBOTTOM land for sale 93 pendable $600 as is
acres plus 1-5 acres for 753-0846, after 3 30pm
building site Clerks River 1985 NISSAN Pulsar NX
me Route 121 South Murray. KY 42071 0 near Almo Call 436-5099 5seigood mileage $1000
354-8617
753-5562
HALEY Appraisals Bob neg.
Haler,state certified
1993 4DR Toyota Corolla.
759-4218
burgundy, 54xxx miles,
driver's side air bag,
cruise,
KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase new tires CaN 759-4418
homes-all price ranges If 1993 MAZDA Miata, 5sp,
* SPECIAL DEAL *
you are thinking of selling- red, 70,XXX miles, 1
Announcing That
contact one of our courte- owner, adult driven
ous and professional $9,600 759-4480
stside
agents at 753-1222 or stop
new metal buildings ready for use Sign
by office at 711 Main St
- h lease and gel 1 month FREE Special
i. labiP on our large 11' x 10' units and 5' x

ELECTRICIAN- R & R
ELECTRIC New construc-

DAVID'S Cleaning Ser- LAMB, Brothers Moving
vices. ''Cleaning- vinyl sid 1 Contractors cross country
ing, homes, mobile homes, or local Licensed & In- .
boats, brick driveways, sured
Luke Lamb
parking lots, all exterior
BACKHOE Service- small cleaning, acid cleaning 502-436 5950.
pin, driveways, box blade,
available David Borders, LOWER YOUR POWER
rotterfilling, snow removal Insured, Completely
Mo- BILLS- Winter and summer
753-0834 or 759-9835
with energy efficient winbile Phone 502-759-4734
dows from STOCK BACKHOE Service - ROY Cellular 502-853-1108.
WELLS They operate easHILL. Septic system, driveEMERGENCY Water Re- ily and let you say good-bye
ways, hauling, foundations, moval. Carpet
wrinkle re- forever to the hasseM of
etc 436-2113
moval.Lee's Carpet Clean- storm windows. Call for a
FREE-estimate 753-6585
BOB'S Plumbing Service. ing 753-5827 24hrs
All work guaranteed. Free
estimates. 753-1134,
492-8584.

TALL LEE'S on the carper .1 t Carpet Cleaning six\ ,9 Murray for over
25yrs. Fri. estimates! Free
deodorize. Satisfaction
guaranteed' Give Lee's a
call for all your carpet &
upholstery needs,
753-5827 all major credit
cards accepted

Call Today At

II

CARPET AND UPHOLSTERY CLEANED by Car
titled Technicians with
MURRAY CARPET & UPHOLSTERY CLEANING
7534300 Anytime for Free
Estimates!

APPLIANCE REPAIR All
brands; Kenmore. 30+
years experience. BOBBY
HOPPER, 436-5848.

Ark

tI :Ace You Looking For Security? 0

Services
°tiered

Services
Offered

CUSTOM BUILT wooden
decks, fencing, pole barns,
sheds,carports Also repair
& rebuild Excellent workmanship. Affordable rates
APPLIANCE REPAIRS: 753-7860
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers. All work CUSTOM bulldozing and
and parts warranted. Ask backhoe work, septic sysfor Andy at The Appliance tems 354-8161 after 4pm.
Horace Sholar
Works, 753-2455.
ANTIQUE refinishing, furniture repair & custom
woodworking. 753-8056_

Al Al A TREE SERVICE,
stump removal, tree spraying, leaf raking, hedge trimming, landscaping, mulch
FOR Sale Or Rent: 3br, 2 hauling & mulch spreading,
bath brick, 2 car garage, gutter cleaning Licensed &
central h/a, quiet neighbor- insured, Full line of equiphood_ 1107 Fairlane Dr. ment, Free estimates. Tim
Lamb
759-339536-5 74 4,

1-800-548-5262.

530

$30

CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Special sizes for
motor home, boats, RVs
ADAM'S HOME 'IM - and etc Excellent protecquality, excellent
PR OV E M EN TS . -.bon, high
value Roy Hill 436-2113
Remodeling/ Repairs. Inside & Out. No Job Too CHIM Chim Chimney
Small 759-9906.
Sweep chimney cleaning
AFFORDABLE all around se0/103, 10% senior dishauling, Junk clean-up, counts. 435-4006.
cleaning out sheds, tree COLSON Home Repairs
work 436-2867
Additions, garages, decks,
remodeling, vinyl siding
ALL carpentry 15yrs exp., 20yrs experience
foundations, slabs, sidew- 753-5592.
alks, driveways, buildings, CONSTRUCTI
ON &
remodeling, repairs, AGC
REPAIR- Free estimates.
certified. 489-2214.
Remodeling, fenang, deckALL types home repairs. ing, roofing & electrical.
Morris Horns improve- 489-21132.

BRIAN'S LANDSCAPING
Tree removal, dead limbs,
trimming. 759-5353, leave
message.

3YR old donkey. $250,
FOR Sale or Trade- 2 story
leave message 489-2558
log home, 3yrs old, 3800 sq
AKC Chocolate Labs, 4 ft, 13 acres fenced with
males, 5 females Good pond, 30'X60' • shap,
looks with blocky heads 120'X50' barn, 24'X36'
and stocky build. Excellent barn, 18'X36' barn, 24'X40'
hunting bloodline State equipment shed Phone
Line
Kennels 753-7687
502-759-1160.
NEW 3br brick, 2 baths,
AKC GERMAN ROT- natural gas h/a, double garTWEILER, 8MOS OLD, age & driveway North Villa
TRAINED AND HOUSE Subdivision, Lot #5, Metcalf
BROKEN. Great head and Lit., 3 miles north of Murray.
muscle definement. Hasn't 437-4783. 753-8237.
yet reached maximum potential,$400 obo. Call PRICE REDUCED TO
GREAT
759-9215 Serious inquir- SELL!
ers only If no one answers, LOCATION- 804 S. 16th St.
105X250 beautiful wooded
leave message.
lot 2,850 sq ft (with possiAKC Registered Sheltie bilities for more). Bonus
(Miniature Collie) puppy room up- 40X12 walk-in
Female 753-8147 or attic. 3br, 2'4 bath, 6
753-8506
closets, 10 rooms, central
H/AC, LR, Dine, denBEAGLE puppies, $25
kitchen combo with apeach 759-4599
pliances, fireplace, drapes,
DOG obedience classes or shutters, utility with cabs,
private Serving Murray 17 sun-room, patio & 2 car
attached garage. Call
years 436-2858
759-0700

1995 STOCK trailer 12X6
753-7787

1994 CHEVY S-10-13,-- 5
speed, 4cyl, air, cassette
stereo Original warranty,
49xxx
miles.
502-759-1160.

UNITY Hybrid Seed Corn,
$48. Single Cross 80,000 REST Easy! Country views
kernel bag, sold at SAM'S one owner, almost new,
Club or buy direct. For more 3br, 2 baths Priced in the
into call 1-800-338-4558
$80's. Call now & ask for
Barbara Barnett, Century
21 Loretta Jobs Realtors
420
( 5 0 2 )7 5 3 - 0 4 4 3 ,
Home
(502)753-1492. 14000687
Loans

HALEY'S

A

2 FEMALE Rottweiler puppies for sale 753-4263

1971 CHEVY truck, can be
seen a 600 Meadow Lane.
For information call
753-6249.

A-1 Tree professionals
Stump removal, tree spraying, serving Murray, Calloway County since 1980
Free estimates 437-3044
or 492-8737

3-D DOZING, backhoe,
septic, & gravel hauling
Driveways, foundations
502-437-4969

/'ALPINE.

Pets
& Suppiiiis

Services
Offered

Used

3BR brick, central h/a,
Hazel. Coleman RE
'A ACRE lots for sale. 6
753-9898
miles North of Murray.
313R, central heat & air 753-2592.
Puryear 901-247-3963

T

530

490

Lake
Property

753-1916

HOROSCOPES
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Take the high road. A coHAPPY BIRTHDAY for Tuesday, worker might be pulling your leg,
though inadvertently. CommunicaJan. fi, 1998:
Be willing to go the distance to get tions about a home office or positive
what you want. Creativity surges,if work arrangement are needed. What
you stay open to new ideas. How you is happening will surprise you. Your
see yourself will be subject to dra- nerves are strung tightly. Tonight:
matic change. Consider What you Take a long drive.
offer as a person, not just your pos- LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
sessions. Your need for flirtation **** Close relating is important.
and loving is increased this year. If You can gain many ideas ifyou open
you are single, a new friendship is up to the unexpected. Flirtation is at
likely after January; this person a high level. Be careful about what is
could make you unusually happy. If going on around you. Things could
attached,your partnership grows as, get out of control. Be sure about
relating becomes more positive and what you want.Tonight:Let a friend
open. You are likely to create an indulge you.
even stronger bond. TAURUS gets SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Defer to another, make a
you into the groove.
difference and chat up a storm.Your
The Stars Show the Kind of Day ideas are well received, especially
You'll Have:5-Dynamic; 4-Positive; the financial ones. Unexpected developments at home could make you
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult.
uncomfortable.Going to excessseems
tojust happen.Communications are
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
*** Making money needs to be vague. Tonight: Enjoy yourself.
your highest priority right now.Con- SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
fusion surrounds career and a new ***Self-expression is highlighted.
venture, though all parties mean Others are receptive to your projects.
well. You gain unusual insight by You tend to go overboard.The unexfinding an expert or making a call. A pected occurs where you leastexpect
startling discovery adds a new slant. it. When you reach out for another,
you will discover a whole new point
Tonight: Overhaul the budget.
of view. Use sugar, not vinegar, to
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** You might feel elated, win. Tonight: Work late.
though you don't have the solution, CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
according to a boss. Extreme pres- **** As creative as you can be
sure and confusion over a long-dis- when it comes to money, you still
tance matter offer a new perspec- might experience a jolt. You have
tive. Be optimistic about a partner's evaluated the pros and cons,but you
support, both emotionally and fi- still may not have covered all bases.
nancially.Tonight:Surprises follow. Regroup. Taking risks is a bad idea,
both emotionally and financially.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*** Sometimes it is better to be an Tonight: Having fun is a given.
observer rather than a player.Some- AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
one's behavior clearly signals that **** Be bold and direct. You canyou two are not seeing eye-to-eye. not help yourself; you are sweet on
Excellent discussions come from this anotWer. Friendship is as important;
realization. A partner becomes ex- so is an ongoing goal. Your unpressive.Good news involves career. predictability,though natural to you,
could put off a close friend or an
Tonight:. Do your own thing.
importantfamily member.Intuition
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** Go for what you want. Be is off. Tonight: Happy at home.
direct with a friend, who needs more PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
clarity and less confusion. Your abil- **** Communications flourish,
ity to communicate with others at especially if you use your instincts
work becomes a positive for you fi- with those in charge.You are shocked
nancially. But be careful with money. by a perception. Rest assured that it
Double-check all figures. Tonight: is only temporary. You will, as always,regroup. Keep talks open,even
Where the fun is.
if you might want to slam the door.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Be aware ofprofessional pres- Tonight: Go with the unexpected.
sure. Others seem baffled and sometimes difficult. From a ch,ild's mouth BORN TODAY
comes a great idea. Others are excit- Football commentator Howie Long
ing, dynamic and open to informa- (1960), golfer Nancy Lopez (1957),
tion. Let a boss make the call; after bluegrass banjo legend EarlScruggs
(1924)
all, he is the one in charge.
•••
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR
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Ten years ago
Pictured is Walter Grant of
South Fourth Street using a whisk
broom to get snow off his car after the first snowfall here on Jan.
4 in a photo by Staff Photographer David Tuck.
Calloway County High School
Laker Girls beat Ballard and
Larue County beat Calloway
County Laker Boys for championships of Calloway County
High School Christmas
Tournament.
Mr. and Mrs. Mitchell Story
were married 50 years Dec. 23.
Births reported include a girl to
Shirley and Randall Scott, Dec.
29.
Twenty years ago
Published is a page feature picture story of the Murray High
School Tiger Band performing at
the Orange Bowl Parade at
Miami, Fla., on New Year's Day.
The photographs were by Frank
Schwab, Dr. Harold Eversmeyer
and Kaye Outland.
Jimmy Bucy, Walter King,
Don Newberry, lb E. Douglas,
Charles Jackson, Richard Henninger, Roy Harmon, William
Presson, Zane Coleman, Eunice
Henry, Dee Lamb, and Howard
McNeely are 1978 officers of
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and
Accepted Masons.
Thirty years ago
13i. Harr-y- SparkS- was unanimously named as president of Murray State University today succeeding Dr. Ralph H. Woods who
has served since 1945. Dr. Sparks
ended his term as Kentucky

TODAY IN HISTORY

Superintendent of Public Instruction on Jan. 1.
Gingles Wallis was named as a
member of Kentucky Board of
Pharmacy by Edward Breathitt,
outgoing governor of Kentucky.
Forty years ago
A group of Murray observers,
led by Dr. Hunter Hancock of
Murray State College, participated in a nationwide annual
Christmas census of birds, sponsored by National Audubon Society and by the state ornithological societies on Dec. 28 at Kentucky Woodland National
Wildlife Refuge.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. James Futrell, a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. W. Ross Rogers, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
Turner, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Dan T. Cornwell., a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Joe B. Nance, a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Kelly, a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Edward
Young, and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. James Max Puckctt.
Fifty years ago
A new all-time high of $43 per
100 pounds was bid for dark fired
tobacco this morning on the Murray market as the current season
got underway. This price was
from tobacco of H.C. Futrell;Pat
Ross and C.B. Hays.
Anna Lou Jackson and James
H. Outland were married Dcc. 24
at Corinth, Miss.
In a high school basketball
game, Hazel beat Puryear. High
team scorers were Brandon for
Hazel and Mahan for Puryear.
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( HEIN SECOND OF V
LIFE IS A NEW CHANGE
TO START ,_ILZ
01 :___j

r -7-16m ARE60 NEW

-s r

CHANCES EVER4 AliNuTE.
3600 NEuJ CHANGES
EVERY HOUR_ B10,400
NEW CHANGES EVERY DAY_

THERE ARE 31 5'36 000
BRAND-NEW CHANCES
PER YEAR! SO WHAT

THIS CONCLUDES
ANOTHER READING FROM
'THE OcTiraIST'S GUIDE

IF I USE UP ONE OF
THETA ON A LEFTOVER
CHOCOLATE SANTA ?rr
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AN OKAP
YEAR, GARFIELD

LAST YEAR WAS

Tower of5- degree

GARFIELD
BUT 1-1-115 YEAR 15 GONNA
BE EVEN BETTER!

AS MISTER
SPOON MEETS
MISTER EYE

8 Comes apart
12 Oodles
13 Metric
measure
14 "Each Dawn
1516 M
17 Liver
18 -Cot*
20 Ate in small
quantities
22 Ending with
mountain
23 Spanish gold

24 English
county
27 Washes off
31 DDE
32 Cornda
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DEAR OUTRAGED GRANDPARENT: Backpacks distribute
weight more evenly than the old
hook bags we carried in school,
but 1 agree that 20 pounds is a
heavy weight.
Many college students, who
ha e even larger books,toften
strap their hooks and documents onto portable luggage
carries .for easy transport. At
age 1•I. your granddaughter
may not want to be different
from her friends who still use
backpacks. but wheels would
ease the strain on her back. _
It is iint"iittinate
that - 11iinihronndeel I Ti Fox
-

frill,ipliftmg.

I

VIC:-4111114.11
I
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PEANUTS

DEAR KATHY: I agree, and
since this is the beginning of
the new year, I'm sure the security officer who made the mistake would be relieved to know
that she has been absolved.
DEAR ABBY: As my christmas
cards arrived this year, I noticed
there were a tew familiar names
missing,
It would he so nice if children,

grandchildren, nieces and nephews
would let Iiilks know if Aunt Mary
in Califm-pia, Sally in Illinois or
Gladys in North Dakota were in
nursing homes, or deceased.
When my beloved mother died, I
wrott: to all t he people she corresponded with.or sent holiday cards
iii urn them of her passing.
I received so many- letters telling
mu how grateful they were that I
had written. It takes so little time
and Its very much appreciated.
BEVERLY IN DENVER

IS
Iii
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the Austrian North cuebid hearts
to indicate a powerful hand.
Given his partner's preemptive
opening bid, East realized that
North-South were ice-cold for a
game and very possibly a slam.He
therefore tried to throw a monkey
wrench into,the works byjumping
to five clubs! After South doubled,
East retreated to five hearts. Nevertheless, the Austrians then proceeded to reach their laydown slam.
At this point, both East and
West were afraid that the opponents might be able to make seven
spades, so they each decided to
pass rather than sacrifice in seven
hearts. As a result, Austria scored
1,430 points for making the slam.
Atthe other table, with an Austrian pair now East-West,the bidding went:
West North East South
2V
Dbre
4 NT Dble
6V Pass
Pass 6
Pass
Pass
7V
Dble
This time it was the Austrians
who threw up a smoke screen.
Despite that, the Americans
reached their optimum spot, but
East then decided to bid seven
hearts. This was doubled and went
down five - 900 points in those
days- but the sacrifice was well
worthwhile, and Austria gained
530 points(11 IMPs)on the deal.
Shortly thereafter,the Americans
found themselves sitting on the
sidelines.

cheer 33 Rented
37 Walk like a
duck

40 Cry of a
dove
41'
--Got a
Secret"
42 Humble
45 Fluid
toppings
49 Ms Moran
50 LBJ's VP
52 Ice cream
holder
53 Robert --

54 Honest 55 Mr Jennings
56 Actress
Harper
57 Bow the

head
58 Ms
Thompson
DOWN
1 - pudding
2 Greek letter
3"- Spangled
Banner"
4 Paler
5 Table linen

Answer to Previous Puzzle
OGRESBAN
RBI
N
USA
A S SEW E I G
A
H ASSLE GARNET
UPS LYR IC
O BEY GO ETHER
CLOG EERO
RED
MEASLES RU
I L
DOT
E LMO%EAN
LAYUP
ND FARE
STIES S I L
MOTHER HARLEM
CRIESSIAVE
I D I
S EC ESTES SEN
1-5 r
. 1998 United Feature Syndicate
6 - la la
Elizondo
Chicago
Hope
8 Type of
cocktail

9 Passageway
10B
11 so
uw
ndle
19 Born (Fr)
21 Mr Onassis
24 Part of RSVP
25 Musical
instrument
for short
26 Turmeric
28 Turf
20
9 Building
3Witness
34 Play

segments
Dawn
35 godess

an
on

7),

West dealer.
North-Scruth vulnerable.
NORTH
•A Q 9 5 2
III 10
•
•A K 10 7 4
4A 4
WEST
EAST
4108
46
V K Q65 4 2
A 98 7 3
•6 5 2
•9 3
+93
J 10 76 2
SOUTH
•K J 743
J
•Q J 8
4,KQ85
The bidding:
West North East South
2V
3
5+
Dble
Pass
Pass
5 V'
5
Pass
6
Opening lead-king of hearts.
There are two kinds of situations where expert players bid like
crazy: when they have very good
hands, and when they have very
bad hands.
For a typical case,consider this
deal from the Austria-United
States quarterfinal match at the
1984 World Olympiad.The Austrians won by seven International
Match Pointsover the favored U.S.
team, and this deal was largely
responsible for their victory.
At one table, the bidding went
as shown. After the U.S. West
opened with a weak two heart bid,
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humiliated and will no longer shop
in that store again.
The security officer acted discreetly by asking "Dumbfounded" to
f011ow her. When she realized her
mistake. slw apologized. Why didn't
"Dumbfounded- think, "At least I
..know this store is trying to hold
'people a&couritable and notpermit.
shoplifters to get away with theft
'which causes retail prices to riser'?
Abby, the security officer made a
mistake 14 which she apologized.
An apology should be sufficient.
The world would be a much
kinder and gentler place if we treated each other with understanding
and Iiirgiveness, not retaliation.
KATHY IN WASHINGTON

DEAR BEVERLY: An excellent suggestion. Thank you for
this thoughtful reminder we
can all use.
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DEAR ABBY

By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, Jan. 5, the fifth day of 1998. There are 360 days
left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Jan. 5, 1896, an Austrian newspaper (Wiener Presse) reported
the discovery by German physicist Wilhelm Roentgen of a type of
radiation that came to be known as "X-rays."
On this date:
In 1589, Catherine de Medici of France died at age 69.
In 1781, a British naval expedition led by Benedict Arnold burned
Richmond, Va.
In 1895, French Capt. Alfred Dreyfus, convicted of treason, was
publicly stripped of his rank. (He was ultimately vindicated.)
In 1925, Nellie T. Ross succeeded her late husband as governor of
Wyoming, becoming the first female governor in U.S. history.
In 1933, the 30th president of the United States, Calvin Coolidge,
died in Northampton, Mass., at age 60.
Ten years ago: The U.N. Security Council voted unanimously to ask
Israel not to deport Palestinians from the occupied territories in the
first council vote against Israel since 1981. Basketball star "Pistol"
Pete Maravich died of a heart attack during a pickup game in Pasadena, Calif., at age 40.
Five years ago: The state of Washington executed Westley Allan
Dodd, an admitted child sex killer, in America's first legal hanging
since 1965. A Liberian-registered tanker ran aground in Scdtland's
Shetland Islands, spilling more than 24 million gallons of light crude
oil.
One year ago: Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu and
Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat held a secret, predawn summit, but
fell short of agreement on the issues delaying an Israeli troop withdrawal from Hebron.
Today's Birthdays: Sun Records founder Sam Phillips is 75. Former
Vice President Walter F. Mondale is 70. Actor Robert Duvall is 67.
Raisa Gorbachev is 66. Football Hall-of-Fame coach Chuck Noll is
66. Singer Johnny Adams is 66. King Juan Carlos of Spain is 60. Talk
show host Charlie Rose is 56. Actress-director Diane Keaton is 52.
Actor Ted Lange is 51. Rhythm-and-blues musician George "Funky"
Broim -(Kool -and the-Gang) is 49. Actress Pamela Sue Martin is 45.
Actress Suzy-Amis is 37. Rock musician Kate Schellenbach (Luscious
Jackson) is 32, Rock singer Marilyn Manson is 29.
Thought for Today: "Wisdom is divided into two parts: (a) having
a great deal to say, and (b) not saying it." - Anonymous.
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timid advice for everyone - teens to
seniors - is in "The Anger in All of Us
and How I() Deal With It." To order, send
a business-sized, self-addressed envelope,
plus cheek or money order for $3.95
1$4.50 in Canada to: Dear Abby, Anger
Booklet, P.O. Box 447, Mount Morris, III.
I05441447.,1 Postage is included.1

DR. GOTT
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT: You saved my
daughter's life. She suffered from
weight gain. hypertension, weakness
and bruising. Her doctors were unable
to diagnose her illness.
Then I read your article on
Cushing's disease and showed it to
the physicians. Further testing
showed a tumor on her adrenal gland.
Now, since surgery, she is back to
normal. I will always be grateful for
your column.
DEAR REMIER: Thank you for the
compliment. Cushing's disease is
unusual, but it can profoundly affect
its victims. Fortunately, the condition
is curable.
As an aside. I often receive letters
from irate physicians who object to
some of the material I write. However.
a testimonial such as yours makes all
the work worthwhile.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Please settle an
argument between my (know-it-all)
mother-in-law and me.
I know two family members who are
65, have no gray and don't color their
hair. She says that everyone over 65
has gray hair and that the two family
members DO color their hair but
refuse to admit it. Who is right?
DEAR READER: I don't want to get
into a family squabble, but I believe
that your mother-in-law's general
statement is incorrect. I personally
have several elderly patients who
have little or no gray. Gray hair is
genetically determined; some of us
get it earlier than others do - but we
all have it if we live long enough.
Could your family members be
secretly dyeing their hair? Sure. But
that's an issue you'll have to take up
with them.
DEAR DR. GOTT: My grandmother
swears that Worcestershire sauce
helps prevent hypertension and high
cholesterol. She faithfully takes a shot
a day. My mother takes apple cider
vinegar for the same reason. Is there
any truth in these practices? I think
that both women have pickled.themselves'
DEAR READER: Worcestershire
sauce is a delicious condiment that
contains spices and herbs. It does not
protect against hypertension and high
cholesterol. In fact, because it is so
salty, its use should be limited by people with blood-pressure problems.
Apple cider vinegar also has no
health benefits. Therefore. if the
woi;in your family want to pickle
the. Ives. as you put it, they should
do Ic<for reasons of taste, not to
improve their health.
To give you more information, I am
sending you my Health Reports
"Hypertension" and "Understanding
Cholesterol." Other readers who
would like a copy should send $2 for
each report plus a long, selfaddressed, stamped envelope to P.O.
Box 2017, Murray Hill Station, New
York, NY 10155. Be sure to mention
the title.
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DEATHS
Mrs. Donie U. Futrell

Mrs. Lottie Morris Potts
Mrs. Louie Morris Potts, 92, Murray, died Sunday. Jan. 4, 1998, at
Hillview Nursing Home, Dresden, Tenn.
Her husband, Nolan Potts, one sister, Mrs. Dallis Miller, and two
brothers, Lancie Moths and A.D. Morris, preceded her in death.
She was a member of Williams Chapel Church of Christ. Born Aug.
23, 1905, in Calloway County, she was the daughter of the late Elbert
Morris and Emma Kelso Morris.
Survivors include one stepdaughter, Mrs. Delores Gardiner, Dresden, Tenn.; one sister, Mrs. Chettie Pippin, Meridian, Miss.; eight
stepgrandchildren, Ronnie, Barbara, Janie, Eddie, Carolyn, Mane,
Jean and Kathy; 10 stepgreat-grandchldren.
Graveside services will be Wednesday at 11 a.m. at Oak Grove
Church of Christ Cemetery, Dukedon, Tenn. Officiating will be Ed
Davis and William B. Miller.
Friends may call at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home from 4 to 8 p.m.
Tuesday.

Bauzie Cochrum
Bauzie Cochrum, 83, Mayfield, died Saturday, Jan. 3, 1998, at 5:45
a.m. at Superior Care Nursing Home, Paducah.
His wife, Mrs. Eunice Burton Cochrum, four sisters, and two
brothers preceded him in death.
Survivors include one son, Glenn E. Cochran, Paducah; two grandchildren, Mary Cochrum, Paducah, and Robert Cochrum, Bowling
Green; two great-grandchildren; five sisters, Mrs. Reba Jo Roberts,
Mrs. Edith Sledd, and Mrs. Mary Shultz, all of Murray, Mrs. Naoma
Schwalm, Chicago, Ill., and Mrs. Ruth Kelso, Paris, Tenn.; one
brother, Codie Cochrum, Mayfield; several nieces and nephews.
The funeral was today at 10 a.m. in the chapel of Byrn Funeral
Home, Mayfield. Mike Tucker officiated. Burial was in Woodlawn
_ _
Memorial Gardens.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to American Cancer Society,
P.O. Box 2615, Paducah, KY 42002, or to a charity of your choice.

Mrs. Margie Thieke
Mrs. Margie Thieke, 71, Perks, Ill., mother of Michael David
Thieke of Murray, died Saturday, Jan. 3, 1998, at 3:40 p.m. at her
home.
She was retired from the Perks Post Office and a member of Maple
Grove Baptist Church. One sister preceded her in death. She was the
daughter of the late Homer Casper and Iva Eddleman Casper.
Survivors include her husband, David Theike; two sons, Jerre!!
Gene Thieke, Perks, and Michael David Thieke, Murray; two brothers,
Wally Gene Casper, Decatur, Ill., and Roy Casper, Dongola, Ill.; three
grandchildren; one great-granddaughter.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Crain Funeral
Home, Dongola, Ill. The Rev. Bryan Cross will officiate. Burial will
follow in Meisenheimer/Mt. Olive Cemetery there.
Friend may call at the funeral home from 6 to 9 p.m. tonight
(Monday).

Mrs. Mary Ann Churchill
Mrs. Mary Ann Churchill, 64, Belleville, Ill., formerly of Murray,
died Friday, Jan. 2, 1998, at Barnes-Jewish Hospital, St. Louis, Mo.
She was food service director for St. Elizabeth Hospital, and member of Westview Baptist Church, Belleville. She was named Woman
of the Year of 1978 by American Business Woman's Association.
Born May 4, 1933, in Graves County, she was the daughter of the
late James David and Ina Malone Grant who had resided on South
15th Street, Murray.
Survivors include her husband, Max H. Churchill Jr.; two daughters, Mrs. Elizabeth Priddy, Austin, Texas, and Mrs. Debrah Cameron,
Belleville; five sons, Stephen Churchill and wife, Martha, Columbus,
Ind., Terry Churchill, Paducah, David Churchill and wife, Janice,
Louisville, John Churchill and wife, Kelli, Belleville, and Max H.
Churchill III, Pak, Malaysia; eight grandchildren, J.T. Cameron, Jessie
Churchill, Jard Priddy, Sarah Churchill, James Churchill, Emily Churchill, Hannah Priddy, and Rebekah Priddy.
Also surviving are two sisters, Mrs. Virginia Barfield, Columbus,Ga., and Mrs. Frances Fitzgerald and husband, Kelly, Baton Rouge,
La.; one brother, Terry Grant and wife, Sharon, Morro Bay, Calif.;
two sisters-in-law, Mrs. Annetta Camden and husband, Noel, Almo,
and Mrs. Sharon Rogers and husband, Ronnie, Farmington; one
brother-in-law, James Mason Churchill, Jensin, Fla.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 10 a.m., in the chapel of Miller Funeral Home of Murray. Mike Gaston will officiate. Music will be by
Ronald W. Churchill, soloist, and Mrs. Oneida White, pianist. Burial
will follow in Murray Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call at the funeral home from 4 to 9 p.m. today
(Monday).
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Barnes-Jewish Cancer
Research Department, 216 South Kingshighway Blvd., St. Louis, Mo.
63110.

Illinois trio dies in wreck
EDDYV1LLE, Ky. (AP) Three members of an Illinois
family returning from a family
reunion in Birmingham, Ala.,
were killed when their minivan
ran off a western Kentucky
interstate.
Megan Thopaiah, 8, her cousin
Prashastha Shankar, 12, and Megan's mother, Vijayalakshmi
Thopaiah, 32, died Saturday afternoon when the minivan veered
off the roadway and struck a
guardrail, throwing Mrs. Thopaiah into the roadway where she
was struck by another vehicle,
Kentucky State Police said.
About 20 feet of the guardrail
pierced the right side of the mini-
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van, ripping it apart and littering
the interstate with the family's
toys and suitcases.
State police said it appeared
that the driver,. Prakash Thopaiah,
45, had fallen asleep at the
wheel. The minivan was headed
west on Interstate 24 near Eddyville at about 2:45 p.m. CST
when it crashed.
The driver and his infant
daughter, Ashley Thopaiah, 1, received minor injuries, state police
said. Another daughter, Melanie
Thopaiah, 8, was listed in serious
condition at Lourdes hospital.
All six members of the family
arc from Champaign, Ill.
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Mrs. Roberta Cothran
Mrs. Roberta Cothran, 80, Dexter, died Saturday, Jan. 3, 1998, at
8:02 p.m. at West View Nursing Home, Murray.
She had retired after 30 years as cashier with Kroger Company. She
was a member of Grace Temple Baptist Church, Arlington, Texas.
Her husband, Elmer Cothran, died Sept. 24, 1986. One brother, Parvin Cook, one grandson, David Rudolph, and one great-grandchild,
'Carrie Beth Rudolph, also preceded her in death. Born Feb. 6, 1917,
in Calloway County, she was the daughter of the late Albert A. Cook
and Flora Outland Cook.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Delores Jean Rudolph and
husband, Joe, Dexter; two sons, William Clark Cothran and wife,
Joanne, Grand Prairie, Texas, and Elmer Daniel Cothran and wife, Susan, Naples, Italy; one brother, Alvin Cook and wife, Eva, Milton,
Fla.;.five-grandchildren, Ricky Rudolph, Cindy Hutson, Mitzi Snell,
Daniel Cothran, and Scott Cothran; 12 great-grandchildren, Danielle
Williams, Amanda Jo Rudolph, Randy Snell, Travis Snell, Cullan
Snell, Abby Snell, Brittany Cothran, Logan Cothran, Angel Cothran,
William Scott Cothran Jr., Ken Hutson, and Lisa Hutson.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. Paul Bogard and the Rev. Don Faulkner
will officiate. Burial will follow in Elm Grove Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Monday).

Mrs. Era Travis
, Mrs. Era Travis, 99, Mayfield, died Saturday, Jan. 3, 1998, at 12:45
p.m. at her home.
Her husband, Orvic Mack Travis, two sisters and one brother preceded her in death. She was the daughter of the late Will Clark and
Fannie Gregory Clark.
Mrs. Travis was a member of 7th and College Church of Christ,
Mayfield.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Hedia Mabry, Lowes; four
sons, Ray Pryor Travis, Thomas Mack Travis, John Larry Travis and
Terry Lynn Travis, all of Mayfield; two sisters, Mrs. Ann Benson,
Mayfield, and Mrs. Mary Elizabeth Starks, Murray; two brothers,
Hubert Clark and Howard Clark, Mayfield; seven grandchildren; 13
great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Brown Funeral Home, Mayfield. Hilton Royster and Randy Travis will officiate.
Burial will follow in Maplewood Cemetery.
•
Friends may call at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Monday).

Hair & Tanning Salon

$35 Thurs., Fri. & Sat.
$32 Mon., Tues. & Wed.
'Long I tatr Extra
W ill
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Other Salon C.7ottports

753-C(2887)
UTS

WalkIns Welcome
1104 Story Ave. • Murray
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DAVID BLACKBURN/Ledger a limos pilot°
William Afford Jr., born Jan. 3, 1998 at 3:08 p.m., and his parents, William and Cynthia Alford, accept gifts as the first 1998 Calloway County
baby from Murray-Calloway County Welcome Wagon representatives Ingeborg King and Kathryn Outland. Gift sponsors included Dr. James W.
Courtney, Dr. Dennis Heskett, Dr. Randy K. Taylor, Attorney Gale Cook,
Finley Jewelers, Hoffman Nursey, Movie World, Culligan Waters, Decorating Den, J.H. Churchill Funeral Home, Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home,
Murray Memorial Gardens, Boone Cleaners, The Clothes Doctor, Jane
Rogers State Farm, Tim Scruggs of Woodmen of the World, Sirloin
Stockade, Paglial's and Paps John's.

Son's birth leads
to man's arrest
LOGAN, Olio(AP) --Perhaps Joseph White shouldn't
have celebrated his son's birth
quite so publicly.
When a photo of White, wife
Beverly and son Austin appeared
on the front page of Saturday's
Logan Daily News, police recognized him as the man wanted for
allegedly assaulting a police
officer.
Police went to the hospital that
morning to arrest White, but he
had already left. At noon, hospital officials called police to say
White had just picked up his
wife.
Officers then chased White with wife and day-old son in the
„,40111FIIIIIASSIOSO

James W. Brandon

car - after spotting him near the
hospital. Speeds during the chase
reached up to 75 mph in residential areas.
White finally stopped the car at
his grandmother's house and was
arrested without incident, police
said. The mother and newborn
were not injured.
"1 told him he was a fool for
smiling for the front page. But I
guess you've got to be proud of
something," Officer Matt Speckman said.
White was charged with fleeing and eluding and child endangerment in connection with the
chase.
ixxic
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Services for James W. Brandon were Saturday at 1 p.m. in the
chapel of Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home. John Dale and Henry Hargis officiated.
Pallbearers were Rob McCallon, Junior Brandon, Gene Brandon,
Will Ed Travis, Randy McCallon and Jody Jones, active; Jimmy Anderson, Frank Brandon, Wilford Brandon, Owen Brandon, Wasson
Brandon, Jeff Jones, Tommy Boggess and Johnny Miller, honorary.
Burial was in Murray Memorial Gardens.
Mr. Brandon, 80, Airport Road, Murray, died Thursday, Jan. 1,
1998, at 3:45 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.

Police looking for kidnapper
OWENSBORO, Ky. (AP) Police are looking for two men
accused of kidnapping a woman
and forcing her to drive them to
Bowling Green.
Susan Bristow, of Philpot, later
was released by her assailants,
who fled on foot after the car arrived at Bowling Green's Greenwood Mall, nearly five hours after leaving Owensboro on Friday,
police said.
Authorities were looking for
two young, white males. They
face a felony charge of kidnapping, said Owensboro police Lt.
Col. Bill Thompson.

According to Thompson and
Bowling Green police Sgt. Mark
Anthony, Bristow was returning
to her car in the parking lot of the
Owensboro Wal-Mart on Friday
afternoon when two men approached her and forced her into
the car.
The men sat in the back seat of
the car and had Bristow adjust
her mirror so she could not see
their faces. They traveled south
on U.S. 431 to Russellville before
heading to Bowling Green, then
drove around for about two hours
before stopping at the mall.
After the two abductors fled,
the victim called police.

Federal-State Market 'sews Service January 5, 1998
Kentucky Purchase Area hog Market Report Includes 2
Buying Stations Receipts: AL 90 1.0. 110 Barrows &
Gilts steady Sours steady to $2.00 lower
IS 1.1 215.210
1S 3-0 260-V10 lbs._
S 1-2 200-215 lbs.

528.25.31.25
-$32.00.32.50
$'2.25-21.25

Sows
US 1.2 279-350 lbs.
US 1-3 300-450 lbs.
US 1-3 450-525 lbs.
US 1-3 525 and up lbs
US 2-3 300.500 lbs.-loan

\,
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521.00-23.00
522.00-24.00
$24.00-27.00

7
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Investments Since 1854.
'

':tr• Stock Market Report
Dow Jones Ind. AYg. 7977.50 + 12.46
•
Air Products
839/16 NC
A T & T
58 '3/16
•
Bell South
561/4 1/2
Briggs & Stratton 4854 NC
Bristol Myers Squibh 953/s + 3/4
CBT Corp. Ky.*311/4 B 33 A
CAT
481/4 3/4
Chrysler
357/32 + 9/32
Dean Foods
5713/16 3/s
a .....62/32 + 5/32
Exxon
Ford Motor
481/4 NC
"
0 General Electric 745/6 + 5/8
General Motors
6021/32 - 11/32
Goodrich
421/16 + 5/16
Goodyear
6215/16 + 5/s
1 13 N1
105'/I,
Ingersoll Rand.- 403/32 - 31/32
Intel
73 + 3/s,
'Hilliard Lyons is a market maker in
NC - no change in price.

Prices as

of 9 a.m.

K U Energy
Kroger
L G & K
Lucent Tech
Mattel
McDonalds
Merck

39 - 1/14
363/6 - 3/16
243/4 + 1/16
81 + 13/16
3727/n + 3/32
475/16 - 5/16
10615/i• -

13111/i. + 9/16
J.C.Penney
61 + 9/16
Peoples First'39'/4 B 397/s A
Quaker Oats
513/s - 1 1/s
Schering-Plough..631/2 + 11/16
Sears
465/16 + 1/s
Texaco
533/16 - 5/16
Time Warner
609/16 - 3/s
Union Planters
663/4 + 1/5
UST
361/2 + 3/6
Wal-Mart
395/8 + 1/4
Microsoft

Onus

stock.

40f"
HILLIARD
LYONS

Hilliard I40IIS
Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753.3166

Our Best Investment Is You.
J.J.S.

HOG MARKET

W.L Lyme. Ine. • Illsolisr NYSE end WPC

HEARING AID SALE

$15.•0-17.00

Custom Made-In The Ear

HEARING AIDS
B. Scott Foster, D.C.
Caring For your
Chiropractic Needs

1 1241%

Perm Sale
•

Mrs. Donie U. Futrell, 97, St. Rt. 94 East, Murray, died Sunday.
Jan. 4, 1998, at 7:30 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Born Feb. 22, 1900, in Trigg County, she was the daughter of the
late Joseph Underhill and Sarah Berkley Underhill. She was a member
of Pleasant Hill Baptist Church in Land Between the Lakes.
Survivors include six daughters, Mrs. Ludie Ward, Bolivar, Ohio,
Mrs. Justine Cleaver and Mrs. Jean Bird, Murray, Mrs. Charlene Dick
and hsuband, Elzie, Belleville, Mich., Mrs. Melia Scott, Orman Beach,
Fla., and Mrs. Vivian Shelton and husband, Ewing, Cadiz; one son,
Clyde Futrell, Murray; 13 grandchildren; 14 great-grandchildren; three
great-great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Miller
Funeral Home of Murray. Burial will follow in Pleasant Hill
Cemetery. _
Friends may call at the funeral from 5 to 8 p.m. Tuesday.

759-8000
• Convenient Hours and Location
• Caring Staff
• Open Mon.-Fri. • Sat. By Appt.
• Insurance Claims Processed
• Same Day Appointments
1210 Johnson Blvd • Murra

With This Coupon

$54900
Reg.

Price $599.00

Not Valid With Any Other Offers
This Coupon Offer Expires 1-10-98

• Finest Professional Service
• Batteries/Repairs All Makes
• In Home Testing Available

Call Today For Your Free Test!

(502) 753-8055
Founded 1876

STONE-LANG CO•
206 South 4th • Murray
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